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Dig The Grave Deeply 
— Union Council Has One Foot In 
Let it b e first unders tood that this is not a n es t imate of 
1he wor lhwhi l enes s of Union Council ; t ha t is a n es tabl ished fact 
i o r which a l l s tudenls shou ld gel on their b e n d e d k n e e s . This, 
d e l u d e d r e a d e r s , is a r e s u m e of h o w y o u r favourite c a n d i d a t e s 
b e h o v e d a t the month ly sess ions of Counci l , 
•piCTURE the scene, a smokc-fiUed 
•^ dining room at Geor,?e St., half-
fdled with yawning men and women. 
At one end of the table sits Presi-
dent Broad, whilst in the smoky 
gloom at the other end a few non-
entities sit amidst their cigarette 
huts. Now and then the compara-
tive silence is broken by the martial 
tread of reglmenteers being put 
through their paces. 
If tlie debate is lonf, as was the 
case in the receiving of the National 
Union Report, the scene changes 
slightly. The Council room then 
closely resembles the public lava-
tories in King George Square; peo-
ple going inwards and outwards, 
mostly outwards. 
At table-top sits President Broad, 
Secretary Potter, Joy Smith, Mr. 
Hulbcrt. Down to approximately 
half the length of table sit the 
keener members by whom all sens-
ible talking is done. Beyond that 
begins the Great Silence, the mem-
bers of which have rarely been 
heard to open their mouths, except 
to yawn. 
Throughout this year, it has 
seemed an accepted fact that any-
one sitting beyond half-way down 
the tabic fakes little or no part 
in the general debate. 
The persons who contribule to Ibe 
discussion are few, veiy few, and 
cnn be counted without taxing one's 
arithmetic powcr.s: Hampson,^ower. 
Conaty, Waller, Higgins and Bray 
uvhcn present*. The vest sit in 
stupiJicd silence, breaking that 
silence only to ask each other for, 
cigarettes, titter inanely at some | 
sub-standard crack, or natter vol- • 
ubly about their latest social accom- i 
plislinicnt. ^ 
Our Union Council Is jws.sibly the 
most ir.c'.ci)endent student body in 
Australia and as such cannot afford 
to be filled by persons who seek t 
election only as a fvirtherance of 
their path along the way to prom-1 
iiience. Union Council needs per-
sons who will take an interest in it, • 
not persons for whom the mere fact' 
of ralEiiig a hand to vote, is an 
effort lo be avoided at all costs. ' 
Too many Councillors are willir.s 
to accept the Pic.sidcnfs word as 
law, without bothcrinj;' to think why 
or why not. No one can be ricspi.sed 
for ."^ aying whal he (or she) )thinks. 
Union Council carries on its work 
only by the grace of the President, 
the Secretary, Treasurer, and the 
working minority. The great ma-
jority of Councillors, however, 
shoulcl have been interred lonj; ago. 
New blood is desperately needed, 
new blood of councillors who arc 
willing to take an artive part in 
Union affairs. 
Si8»Xy?«SSSS3KS3:S :-x<<»:-as>".< 
N O T I C E 
F r e e R a i l w a y P a s s e s — O p e n 
Scho la r sh ip Holders, 
I t is the practice of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction to pro-
vide free railway passes to Open 
Scholarship holders once a year to 
enable them to visit their homes. 
Scholarship holders desiring to 
take advantage of this privilege dur-
ing third term vacation are re-
quested to complete the required 
form at one of the Enquiry offices 
no later than Monday, 4th October, 
1954. 
C. PAGE HANIPY, 
Registrar. 
N O T I C E 
O p e n Scholarship Al lowcnce 
lor Third Term, 1954. 
The allowance due to Open 
Scholarship holders in respect to 
third term will be payable 'at the 
end of the term provided that ALL 
vouchers are received at the Office 
not later than Monday. 4th October, 
1954. 
Tlic Department of Public In-
struction has adviiied that they will 
not accept vouchors from students 
unless all subjects are listed in the 
relevant column. 
Scholarship holders are requested, 
when completing vouchers to deduct 
2d, from the amount of the scholar-
ship allowance for the purpose ol 
stamp duty. Duty stamps will then 
be al1i.\ed by the Department of 
Public Instruction to the individual 
voucher. 
C. PAGE HANIFY, 
Registrar. 
Parking Blitz 
Hits at St. Lucia 
TTNIVERSITY authoritie.s at St. 
^ Lucia have been cracking down 
•«n student parkers in recent weeks 
with beagle-like tenacity. 
Motor cycles MUST park in the 
motor-cycle park and cars MUST 
NOT be left lying indiscriminately 
around the buildings. All vehicles 
must now he stowed away in their 
correct departments. This is the 
new order. 
Should any unfortunate clod step 
out of line, his number plate is 
taken; ownership checked with the 
Traffic Branch, and the unfortu-
nate is warned (once only) to re-
move ills vehicle under threat of a 
fine. 
Rumour has it that an all-out 
effort is being made to make St. 
Lucia look neat and tidy, par-
ticularly along the Drive in front 
of the main building. After all, it 
does look most undignified, having 
a lot of motor cycles defacing the 
picturesque driveway. 
FOOTNOTE: 
As yet no action has been taken 
to provide parking lots for cranes, 
bulldozers and other inipedinienta 
cluttering up' the place. 
Don't let glandular trouble 
worry you! 
Don't let over-eating worry you! 
Gorge yourself till you're blue In 
the face, 
then 
Come and see us! 
Be fitted with a 
Lapbinder Corset 
We inoko It our responsibility to 
see that you can find your lap. 
In ten sizes, ranging from 'V.S.M. 
to S.O.B, 
Remember, nine out of every ten 
film stars wear 
Lapbinder Corsets 
Ask to see our very latest golfer's 
special. 
I ANNOUNCING 
I THE 
I SEMPER ASYLUM FUND 
^ FOR 
;4 DESTITUTE AND SOUL-
I SICK STUDENT 
I JOUHNAUSTS. 
i ^ All donations thankfully re- :;< '^ ceived and acknowledged. ^ i Deductible from Income ta\ . ,^ j 
I SEND YOUR DONATION | 
fO I 
S t 
Hon, Treasurer 
"Semper Asylum Fund, 
Word IG, 
General Hospital. 
Here is a n a c t u a l p h o t o g r a p h oi some oi the m e m b e r s oi Union 
Council t a k e n a t the last mee t ing . 
Too Many Lavatories 
The 1954 Union Counci l last T u e s d a y night b o w e d out 
with the elect ion of Union Oficials for 1955, in a poor ly a t t e n d e d 
mee t ing . 
Peter "The Squire'' Underbill 
tht> evening when elected to the 
Building and Planning Committee. 
After a somewhat laudatory intro-
duction by Mr. Noel Power. Mr. 
Underbill was somewhat loth to ex-
press his policy, but finally managed 
to exclaim "There arc too many 
lavatories in the plan for the Union 
building:." 
A minor tremor was caused by 
Mr. Power's suggestion that next 
year "Semper Floreat oiKrate on a 
two-tenni editorial basis, each team 
pvcduclnf alternate issues. This 
was vigorously defended by Jolly et 
alia and the subsequent motion lost. 
During tho ensuing elections, the 
Quinlem-Rabin-Dent-Jolly machine 
finally lost its grip on semper, tlic 
Hudson-Moles combination being 
preferred to Jolly's candidate Dc-
nir.ck, who unfortunately had not 
indulged in pre-election canvassing. 
Jolly was later seen weeping bitterly 
in a corner. 
ELECTKD OFFICIALS, 1055 
(a) National Union Councillors and 
two observers; C. HAMPSON. 
J. GREENWOOD, J. WALLER. 
(b) National Union Local Sec.-
Treas; J. GREENWOOD. 
ic) National Sub-onimittcc; D. 
BR.W, J. POTTER. 
ult Commcm. Ball Convenor: 
M. SIER. 
(e) Procession Convenor: 
J. CROWLEY. 
(f) Two delegates C.A.C.: 
J. WALLER, B, CONATY. 
<g) Director of Student Health: 
B. TODD. 
(il) Commeni. Conductor: 
G. CRIDLAND. 
(i) Editors of Semper Floreat: 
W. HUDSON and I. MOLES. 
•j) Bulldinf; and Planning Com-
mittee; G. McDONELL, B. 
WILSON, P. UNDERBILL. Esq. 
ik) Editor, Whacko: J. CAFFERY. 
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The Inter-Varsity debating team 
of Power, Hamixson and Greenwood 
may not have retained the Philip-
pines Cup, but they did further 
Queensland culture in a more direct 
manner. From what we liear the 
boys brought back a iiiagjiificent 
collection of drinking songs and 
jokes from Perth, incidentally, 
Inter-Varsity debaters seem to look 
forward to Brisbane as being the 
most hospitable capital city. 
Likely date for Brisbane's turn as 
debates host—1957. 
* • * 
Since second vac, many people 
have been wondering just iiow a 
non-Uiiivcrsitv body could have u.sed 
Victoria Park Refectorj- on a Friday 
night just before third term. Peo-
ple don't seem to like their Union 
fees being used to provide all and 
sundry witii a cheap way of con-
ducting a money-rasing function. 
* * * 
For the information of all devoted 
well-wi.shers we announce that the 
Wild Colonial Boy has apparently 
died, due to natural causes. 
* • « 
The grapevine tells us that a cer-
tain versatile Union President and 
sporting porsoiiaUty was offered a 
job as chief judge of recent jirivately 
jiroinoted Brisbane boxing contest. 
Wc mention no names of course. 
* « « 
The University Cricket Club, 
which of recent years lias occupied 
a lowly position on Q.CA. premier-
ship table, is really springing into 
life this season. Sunday matches 
arc already under wny to cater for 
tliose keen people who nre luiable 
to force their way into any of the 
four teams taking j^art in Saturday's 
games. A very bright move indeed. 
* * * 
Another University spoiling club 
having real fun Is the HoLkey Club 
The club won !hc Inter-Varsity 
competition and lind seven members 
in the Australian Varsity side which 
beat New Zealand. The enigma is 
that in local fixtures the cluU'.s A 
grade .side is at the bottom of the 
))rcniiership table. 
The famous statue of Doctor Otto 
Hirschfcid has at last been re-
covered. It was discovered lying 
behind one of the many unsr;htly 
sheds at St. Lucia. .It was pathetic 
to see (his famous ornament, shed 
nf all its pristine glory, with its 
brass plate removed and a dis-
carded workman's boot thrown 
carelessly upon it. This prank has 
indeed gone the way of all flesh. 
* • * • 
As this is the last Semper of the 
.vcar a word of thanks is due to 
the pretty little dark-hatred typiste 
who gave up so much of her valu-
able leisure timL- throughout tlie 
year to make the printers' task and 
our consciences, feel easier. 
* * * 
As this is the last column of the 
year a quiet word of farewell might 
be looked for by any sentimentalists 
among readers. However, using a 
policy v,-hlch has been adopted a 
little late we jirefer to shut u|) and 
get out. still under our traditionally 
useful cloak of anonymity. 
THE RAVING KEPOKTER 
(Authorised by Lex Jolly, c/o 
U.Q.U,. George St., Brisbane, and 
printed by Coronation Printery, 583 
Wynnum Rd„ Brisbane). 
BOOKS — FOUNTAIN PENS — STATIONERY 
All Student ' s Reqt i i rements 
FROM 
I'liuue BS9?.l Bos 872 L, G.P.O. 
R. McLEOD 
" Q u e e n s l a n d ' s Best Bookslore" 
107 Elizszbeth Streot Bt isbone a n d Rockhampion 
\^ 
The 
I Curious-Male' 
Our Liberty depends upon the 
Freedom of the Press, and that can-
not be limited without being lost. 
—Jcffprson, 
Dare to be 
Although the maiter Is sub-judice, her e is the Inside story ol . . . 
My Famous Affair 
by Guest Writer GERTRUDE THROGMORTON 
Tinies who haven't yet got sick and tired ol their soul-
mates or who hoven'l started primary school needn't read this. 
It's all about my lovourite party game "English and 
Russians." 
Lnst r.ionth, Clement Altlep, 
Britain's No. 1 Labor Mandarin, 
sat tight as he sipepd his v/ay 
through twenly-thrco leasts 
with Chou en Lai's Chinese 
Ccrnniissars. Like other sight-
seeing V.LP.'s, Clem v.'ifh other 
fellov/- travellers, Nye Bsvan 
and Dr. Edith Su.iinierskill, 
WDro overv/helmed hy an 
oriental extravaganza that 
soeras to be the typical Party 
tr.3atment. Tho blond Chinese 
Premier, Mr. Chou, radiated 
bonhorr.inie and asked after 
his British farothor-workers; ihe 
mild-m.annGrsd Attlee expanded 
affably and . . . still sat tight. 
But net sc Mr. Roger Opie, 
Australian I.U.S. observer ar.d 
Adelaide Rhodes scholar. 
Sent as Australia's observer 
to Red-riddL?d International 
Union of Students, Roger left 
the cloistered calm of Oxford 
where he is 1953 Adelaide 
Rhodes Scholar, for the Coun-
cil n^eoting in Moscow. Like 
Cl?m, Roger was wined and 
dined while his Rusian hosts 
v/aiied expectantly for Austra-
iio'.s opinion of I.U.S. Used lo 
the unstinted praise of those 
tireless IraViellcrs, the represen-
tatives of the Australian Stu-
dent Labour Federation (300 
strong), I.U.S. v/ailed for a 
variation on the theme by the 
mcuthpioce of the National 
Union (30,000 strong). 
Unlike Clem, Roger did not 
sit tight. Stopping from the air 
of Bcy-Scout politics which per-
vades in the National Union, 
Roger stood on his hind legs 
and lold the Council just what 
he (and AusL'-ahan Students) 
thought of I.U.S. and its slimy 
backers. 
Although the ever-cautious 
NUAUS stresses Ihal Roger 
was sent as an 'observer, with 
instructions to make a general 
statement on our altitude to 
Ihe I.U.S,," Roger surely de-
cided 'o qiv-e as v/eil as fake. 
Seniper applauds his expres-
sion of what is the opinion of 
Australian students, viz,, that 
I.U.S. is an undemocratic fed-
eration of Communist-run and 
Communisl-sympathising coun-
tries, A fedcralicn with v/hich 
we wish to liavo no truck. 
In China, Clem still sat tight. 
The Wild 
Colonial Boy 
The statue of the wild col-
onial boy is still going, but 
progress is being halted by a 
definite lack of funds. The 
members of the Stadio Com-
mitlee yesterday gave on as -
surance ihat the matter has 
not been forgotten. Tho com-
mittee (comprising Messrs, N. 
P. Pcv/er, B. M. Conaty, and 
}. (Doc) Gordon), also asserted 
that the "v/ild colonial boy" 
in question is Jack Donahoo 
(note spoiling) and not anyono 
else as some less aulhoratlve 
journals have led us to be-
lieve. They also mentioned 
that any donations would be 
.most thankfully received, the 
larger iho belter. 
rjiIlAT'S the real name ami you 
1- remember it. I've hinird SOME 
vulgar urchins who never learn to 
be delicate about these things, call-
ing it "Getting Gertie's Garter." 
Now listen carefully and I'll tcl! 
you exactly how to ploy it. 
iGort. you're a licentious, lecher-
oiir, se.x-obsossEd old- slut. These 
two par.s. are tlio aberration.s of a 
mertal deiienorate. I'm going 'to 
leave them out.—Lex •. 
And if that's not enough for you 
insatiable little horrors, it jolly 
well should bo. Don't you think 
the last bit sounds good? 
It certainly makes all the kiddle.= 
that nobody wants to play with 
rni.sc their eyebrows—and then ynu 
can have a quick look round to .sec 
if that horrible old moralist Bobbie 
Menzics Is hiding behind a pair. 
If he is, watch out. Bobbie's a 
Fl)oilsi)orl who doesn't like this 
game, and I'll teil you wliy. 
It all st.arted in Geneva, whore 
they used to call me Madam. 
I taught them the rules and 
eveiybody had a lovely time except 
Chou-En-lai and Vyshinsky. They 
had to mopo around by tliemseU'os 
because all the girlies thought their 
Miss Throg-morton, in this 
article, a special to "The 
Curious-iMalo," tells of some of 
the intimacies of diplomatic 
life. 
patter was monotonous. 
I began tho game by strolling to-
wards a sultry South American who 
soniciiow or other was walking in 
some one else's direction, I was 
just running him down when I was 
distracted by some elderly wolf 
trying to tackle me. He was ter-
ribly persistent until I gave him 
the slip. 
Meanwhile sonic tlonde Ijrat who 
had a figi.re like a question mark 
and knew all the answers had cor-
nered that handsome diplomat 
Ruby something-or-other and all I 
could got was that glorious Russian 
you-know-who. 
As you know, he really hates 
Commies, and what ho adored 
aljot t me WPS my honest, home-
spun, bourgeois appearance, i was 
just about to hnve a great old time 
with my little Pet when nil of a 
sudden he accused n:e of being a 
Red underneath after all. And as 
Guernseys^ God & 
Gallant Americans 
When Captain John Clarke Murphy left the Regiment, 
loking wilh him his battered 21 h.p. Morris, there was con-
siderable speculation as to "who •wotdd fill the jobs left by their 
departure. Those who drew the guernseys were dark, soft-
spoken Korea veteran, Ccplain Keith ONeill, and a newly 
acquired 1951 Riley. 
THE pipe-smoking Duntroon graduate is a brother to 
Union's "Rumbles" O'NctU, of 
football fame. 
Regiment types had their first 
introduction to the new adjutant 
during a course in second vac. They 
found him to be a fair, firm and 
friendly character with a tendency, 
more entertaining than otherwise, 
to reminisce about Korea when of-
fered tho slightest provocation. 
The most notable characteristic 
which the student-soldiers observed 
tt-as O'Neill's liking to speak very 
pointedly in some aspects of 
American soldiering in Korea, He 
also passed comments about Korea 
on such widely divergent topics as 
the influence of God on the front-
line and the value of whisky in 
a forward battalion officer's mess. 
After all. the new adj. has a 
right to talk. His army career has 
taken him also to England for a 
physical training course. In fact, 
people who grumbled about the 
P.T, course at Greenbank in the 
January camp can now complain 
about it (if they want to) to O'Neill 
himself. He revised it for the 
Australian Army. 
It Is obvious tliat a professional 
soldier combining youth with ex-
perience will be of great benefit to 
Q.U.R., which is still learning how 
to train national servicemen to the 
best of its ability. Even now. an 
air of quiet competence is making 
Its presence felt. 
those old fashioned continental 
lirudes didn't have my white flan-
nelette I called it a day and came 
home. 
And that was how it all started. 
So when he came tc Canberra 
and started to slouch around the 
better gutters, dear old unselfish 
Lexie let mc have a few weeks off 
to go to a rort at Bob's place. 
On the plane I thought how nice 
it would be if Viaddie and r could 
play "English and Russians" all the 
time, and I al.so kept reading one 
of those zjew V.ilentine telegrnmJ 
that poor lonely old Chou had sent 
me. He wanted lo know if there 
was anyone in Australia "besides 
Ada and Elsie who would come and 
play It with him. 
Then, just as I arrived at tlic 
Lodge and was kissing the deir 
taxi-driver goodbye I had a won-
derful idea that would take care 
of me. Mr. P.. Mrs. P., and the 
oriental gentleman. And if you 
st!i;7id dum-dums can't i-'cc ii by 
now, take some benzedrine and lay 
off the drags, dregs and drugs for 
a while. 
Anyway, I bundled Mrs. P. off to 
China, lumped Pet over the tlires-
hold. and had just Ftarted in to 
swap a few sacred secrets when 
everything went wrong. 
One minute ho was tossing mc 
the party line (and a few other; 
Noel Coward had never heard ofV 
and tlie next we were up to oui' 
chest jirotcctors in trouble. 
They kicked up a terriijle fuss. 
John F. Dulles wired Bob that 
he w'ouldn't be friends with him 
any more if he started white slav-
ing, because he didn't like people 
who traded with China. 
Then that old Buggy from Mac-
kay put his spoke in, the jiarty 
broke up into muttering little-
groups telling stories about me, and 
Bobby stood in the iniddla of the 
floor and sulked because no one 
was taking any notice of him at 
his own oarty. 
So he decided to get angry with 
me to make them pay attention: 
and get even angrier with Bertlr 
who tried to crash it. (But don't 
go feeling sori^ for HIM. When 
he couldn't he poked his dirty littl3 
nose through the window and in-
vented even nastier things about 
me). 
And in the end Bob sent his 
strong arm men to bring back Mrs 
P. and make me give up Viaddie 
Which is why, as I told you tinies 
once before, he is a terrible spoil-
sport and a horrible old moralist. 
And I think that, if I hadn't 
promised him a keg so he could 
have another party, he would have 
even dragged my name through the 
newspapers. 
DfD SOMEONE SAY 
LAST TERM? 
Men's Club Dance Not 
'<Grogo" 
Dear Sir, 
May I draw attention to a num-
ber of discrepancies appearing in 
corvcspondcnco from a "Hick 
Wowser" in your last edition. 
Having had acquaintance with 
the executive of 'Wonien's Club in 
arranging the Annual Combined 
Dance, I liave some Idea of theit 
preference in this matter, and feel 
safe in assuming the writer to be 
of the fairer sex Tills perhaps is 
the redeeming feature of her lack 
of knowledge of an alien organisa-
tion. 
Before giving details of the 
price of hiring Manhatlan Gar-
dens, let mo stress NOT ONE 
PENNY OF THE £90 WAS 
SPENT ON ALCOHOLIC 
LIQUOR—«>scorts will testify to 
(his. 
At a meeting of the two com-
mittees it was decided by a major-
ity vote to liold a free dance at 
Manhattan Gardens. Mr. McGuire. 
the manager, quoted their capacity 
ut a comfortable 400. and was will-
ing to take any number in excess 
of tills. This agreed with oiu- esti-
mate of approximately 200 couples, 
and hence a charge of 4/C per head 
would be covered by our grant. In 
considering the hiring of the band, 
fuppcr, the nature and location of 
the Gardens wo thought this to be 
a reasonable offer. 
Tlic result was quite a success, 
being superior to the comparatively 
drab settings of Riverside, or a mid-
week, supperlcss night at Cloud-
land, and the executives felt pleased 
with their decision. 
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This declaration I hope convinces 
"Hie Wowser" of the integrity of 
the organisers. We, like most people 
so placed, were inconvenienced con-
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR i 
slderably in arranging the best 
solution to an occasion, which has 
backfired In tlie past. 
Not wishing to indulire In op-
probium, may I simply siiy in 
reply to her quotalion—"The 
Men's Club's only activity to the 
best of my knowledge Is the 
running of Smokos ("Grogos") 
that not one smoko lias been 
conducted this year. 
Yours truly, 
F. ENGLISH. 
Men's Club President. 
generacy of a nation could easily 
be based if it is allowed to make a 
grip of our personal lives as a move 
sucli as is being contemplated by 
the parties responsible for the or-
ganisation of such a plan. 
This I suggest is the easy way 
out of a problem of national Im-
portance. Surely Australians are 
the greatest ill-users of leisure tlie 
world has ever known and such a 
plan as betting shops serves only 
to vilify the greatest asset which 
the contemporary democratic state 
has bequeathed to us all—leisure. 
Let us stop immediately such a 
retrograde steo. 
ABRAHAM F, NAYLOR, Windsor, 
Ban the Shops 
I wish to support wholeheartedly 
the "Ban The Betting Shops" cam-
paign at present being conducted 
by the various church and social 
organisations. 
Surely this is tho most worthy 
campaign since the hnmortal cam-
paign since the daring Mrs, Pank-
liurst began her unforgettable, ef-
forts to secure franchise for women. 
At the risk of being called a. wow-
ser I venture to state that -this 
(betting shops) is the greatest'evil 
which has ever beset our country. 
Surely the people of Queensland 
are open-eyed enough to see that 
this is the ovll on which the de-
**Cberchez La Femme" 
Encore 
I was horrified at the revelations 
made In "Semper" confernlng the 
Richard Henry fraud case. 
This is a sign of the times. To 
what level h.ive some members of 
our community sunk when they re-
sort to the criminal practice of for-
gery? What future is there for us 
when the future leaders of this 
country reduce themselves to the 
level of common tximinals? 
These are serious and all Import-
ant questions. When motivated by 
spite or some warped sense ..of 
humour, the fraud bears astounding 
witness of the moral degradation 
of the community In general. • 
I would suggest that a Commis-
sion be set up to look into the 
Henry case in particular. 
feNID F. FOUGHTBtEN, 
Tarjnga. 
Newman 
MONSTER CAPO PARTY 
and 
DANCE 
"THE BAROONA HALL" 
CAXTON STREET, 
opjxjslte 
Stop 4, Bardon Tram Line. 
FRIDAY, 17th SEPT. 
7.30 — 12.0 
Admission 3/6 Supper. 
For young and old, 
KEEP IT FREE-
JANUARY 8—JANUARY 15, 1955. 
V.CF.A. (Universitj' Catholic Fed-
eration of Australia) 
CONFERENCE 
at 
NEtV-ILLV COLLEGE, 
MELBOURNE. 
Queensland's quota is definitely 
limited to 30, so— 
APPLY EARLY, 
A plane will be especially char-
tered for the down journey. Fare, 
about £8. 
For further details apply-
GREG. O'DWYER, St. Leo's. 
B.4883. 
University Pub 
T T is my irksome duty to point out 
to j'ou. Sir, that you have 
failed to early on the admirable 
reform suggested by Semper some 
three years ago, viz,, the establish-
ment of a University pub. 
The points made in the advocat-
ing of this move were: (1) that the 
situation at St, Lucia, where even-
tually the University shall make its 
home, is degrading. The present 
University pub. Is the "Regatta" 
which is at least a mile from the 
University and therefore almost in-
accessible. (2) Even at George 
Street (from which position the 
Uni, is now moving) one has to 
walk a considerable distance to 
quench one's thirst. (3) llie sug-
gestion that the uub. should be 
build along the length of the Main 
Building and on the opposite side 
of the road, cannot, I suggest, be 
bettered. 
If the latter suggestion were to •' 
be .'jcted upon, one could roll out 
of the building at any tick of the 
clock a.id at any end of the build-
ing and satiate one's thirst. Lec-
turers could avail themselves of this ' 
l))stitution, and even hold lectures 
there. Impoverished Arts students 
could earn a little money In their 
oflf-lecture moments by acting as 
bar-men (-maids). The suggestion 
has, of course, any amount of ad-
vantages and no disadvantages. 
I could only hope that, before I 
leave this University, some enter-
prising move is made. 
PRO BONO PUBLICHOUSO. 
Keep it Darlc 
Sb:. 
Are you aware that a number of 
persons in the Chemistry Depart-
ment are engaged In the manufac-
ture of atoms? Does the Editor 
consider that this is In keeping with 
the Security regulations and 
filiouldn't it be brought before the 
notice of the Royal Commissioners 
presiding over the Petrtv Inquhry?. 
Will he also carry out an inves-
tigation as to whether the said 
atoms are radio-active, and there-
fore dangerous to the stiidcnts in 
the buUdlng? 
"ISOTOPE." 
Ed. — No; Yes; No. 
Some Thoughts on the Music School 
By Air. Hugh Brandon 
Many years have flown since the first ol our musical forel eors in Brisbane dreamed 
of (he day when we should be one of the proud cities of the Conunonwealib which could boost 
of its Ccjnservatorium. Before most of the present undergraduates were even thought of seeds 
were being sown in ihe minds of the people of Queensland of the need of a central School 
of Music built on the hnes, possibly, of institutions already flourishing in Victoria, South Aus-
tralia and New South Wales. 
CYDNET: Lniversity apparently | facility in performance, which is ] -stablifhed musician from oversea." 
has always regarded u prac- undertaken by the Faculty of Music 
tising music school as some kind of within the University, 
social leper with whom the very ( . . „ . 
Arc wc In Queensland going to idea of contact was clearly impos 
Bible, and so, not lo be deterred by 
University non-co-operation S.vdncy 
decided to start its own Conscr-
vatorium of Music throu.i;h the 
State Education Department. 
After many years of splendid 
Borvice to tho people of New South 
Wales, the Comervatorium in 
Sydney has not only been worthy 
of the high hopes entertained for 
it by its inceptors, but in addition 
has been able to attract, and hold, 
a world figure in music in the per-
son of its present illustrious direc-
tor. Mr .Eugene Goossens, 
At last, recognising the centuries 
old claims of music lo an equal 
place with Art.s, Science. Medi-
cine, etc. (both Oxford and Cam-
bridge Universities conferred de-
grees of Doctor of Music as early 
as the 15th century i. the Univer-
sity of Sydney has now estab-
lished a Chair of Music. 
Unfortimatcily this entails a tre-
mendous outlay of money for New 
South Wales, for it means that two 
separate o.<;tablis!imentc are being 
used and liave to be paid for—the 
one a practising school which also 
caters for theoretical subjects and 
designated The New South Wales 
State Con.=>ervatoriiijv, and the 
other department which works al-
most solely with the theoretical 
side of music but exuccts some 
be saddled with two schools o: jnusitt one theoretical and the 
olbiT pr.-ictical? All attempts lo 
bring the two New South Wales 
schools into one big school have 
so far been unavailing. 
In Victoria and in South Aus-
tralia the Chair of Music is occu-
pied l^ v the Director of the Univer-
sity Conservatoriuni—in Melbourne 
by Sir Bernard Heinze. and in 
Adelaide we find the Elder Con-
servatorium being directed Ijy Pro-
fessor John Bishop. Both of theso 
practising schools apparently work 
in reasonable harmony, with the 
rest of the University, and botli 
schools are producing' a immber of 
outstanding musicians each year. 
In each case the Chair of Music 
lias been richly endowed, and the 
fact that they have co;rplcte con-
trol of their own finr.nces makes 
occasional benefactions .something 
to c.iiise no very great surprise, 
though the rec-'iu yift of £33,000 
lo the Uiiiver.«ity Conscrvatoiumi, 
Melbourne, must have boon a case 
which caused the Director to r.iiso 
both eyebrows witii n.ore than 
tempo comniodo. 
"LACK OF PLANNING." 
The present set-up in csIabJ-
lished CoiiJervatoi iums with tlu-ir 
s-mcoth-running curriculum would 
be something to attract even a well-
But we in Queensland are a long 
way behind the.xe established insti-
tutions. Througii lack of Govern-
ment planning at times we have 
I A music scJiool has Jong been | 
i the cryins; need of music i 
j students in Brisbane—In fact -
j in Queensland. Now It seems | 
I we arc to have one. and with j 
i the constructive activity of the i 
I State Government has awak- J 
I ened a, monster of controversy. | 
I Two sources of information arc > 
I invoked by the champions of f 
I various conflicting views—the | 
I opinions of eminent musicLnns, i 
and direct lomparison with r 
similar exneriments in other [ 
States, ' I 
Opinions can be formed based | 
[ fessor Stable received an offer of 
an admir.'-.ble site to the University 
of Queensland "as a gift, provided 
funds for building and equipment 
were obtained." Unfortunately tliey 
were not forthcoming. About a year 
later the Carnegie Trust, which 
was interested in tlie promotion of 
culture in various countries, was 
willing to provide a grant sufficient. 
to oroct the necessary bulldingG for 
;i Consetvatorium of Music, pro-
vided a suitable site in a central 
position was available. By the time 
the Go-cnuncnt moved and found 
a site the offer by the Cnrncgie 
T;ust Wfis witlidrawn, and the Gov-
ernment of the day thought the 
estimated cost of erecting a build-
ing nt £20.000 was beyond their 
means, 
Wc are now faced with our pre-
sent Government Imving to find nn 
initial outlay of £40,000 for a build-
U',? which will probably cost anv-
thing uj) to £3000 to convert into a 
practising School ol Music, 
Since tlio,<;e far away days of 
twenty years ago, when" niniv of 
you were doinc your first vocal 
v'xerci.scs to ttio delight of vcur 
r.doriiirr parents, there has been an 
nueniilttcnt jogging of the various 
Governmcnt.'i which Iwe held swav on a full knoi»ledffc of the de- • ,. , . • •• - > .• 
tails behind these summaries. I "] ''^ ^'"''^'' '.^ "^  little came of any j However, very few people are i 
" qualified by experience and | 
attainments lo form opinions ' 
even uJicn backed by ihe farts, | 
One of the few is Mr. llu,?h j 
Brandon, of the University's | 
Music Department, To Mr. I 
Brandon, therefore, we ap- j 
pealed; and Jie has mosj gen- j 
erously responded with this ! 
article. | 
tost oportunitles which would have 
made our Queensland Conserva-
toriuni an established fact. 
As long ago as 1932 the Into Pro-
of the suygcKLiwis. until, in the last 
years of his life. Premier E. M. 
Hanlon took an active part and a 
very real interest in sotting up n 
Committee to enquire into the pos-
sibility of establishing a Conscrva-
torium in Queensland. In a Queens-
land Government Gazette issued on 
May 17th, 1951 it was announced 
that "the Deputy Governor, nctinc 
for and on behalf of His E.\ccllciic'v 
the Governor , . , has been plcnsecl 
to atipoint certain persons to be a 
Committee of Inquirv to inquire 
lino JiMtters relating to the estab-
lishment of a Consen-atorlum of 
Music in Queensland, and to report 
on the authority in wliich the man-
Latest ^^Meanjlii'* Worth Reading 
The winter copy of "Meanjm" has just arrived at the 
University office, and, even at so difficult a time of year as this, 
there is in it much which will repay the reading. 
rriwO articles quite unrelated in j official tour of Canada, writes on 
•*• theme, though not without top-' the letters of that country. He is 
ical Interest fo students of this reviewing Dr, Pacey's work "Creat-
Unlversity, are A. D. Hope on "^ Aus-
tralian Literature and the Univer-
sities," and Brian Elliott's discussion 
of modern Canadian literature. 
Protessor Hope is at the present 
time delivering in Brisbane the 
Commonwealth Literary Fund lec-
tures for 1954. 
In this issue of "Meanjin'' Pro-
fessor Hope has offered to reply to 
those critics of tertiary studies who 
ask why the native literatiue has 
not been made the subject of special 
study In this country. In Australian 
Universities, he says, no separate 
course in Australian literature is 
available. 
For this he advances several rea-
sons, the salient being that it is only 
in recent years that the best In 
modern literature (which is not 
Australian) has been seen as fit for 
University study. Again, with the 
whole gamut of English literature 
to be covered, even by Honours 
students. In four years, it is clear 
that but little time can be spent 
on the local product. 
Having' adduced the reasons 
against, the writer shows, in the in-
terests of a national culture, why 
he considers the negative contention 
should be set aside. If our culture 
is to be truly national, he says, 
while English literature has much 
to contribute, what is truly native 
can only come from a study of our 
own literature. On the utilitarian 
ground he advances the reason tliat 
it Is the natural and obvious part 
of the home universities to initiate 
such studies. 
On the educational ground, 
however, Protessor Hope condemns 
what he calls the general argu-
ment that the Australian writers 
should be studied in the role of 
!es3cr writers, side by side with 
tbelr greater Eoflisb contempor-
aries. 
He says truly that a man who 
graduates B A , honours In English 
literature knows that great body In 
all Its range and beauty, while the 
graduate with BA. honours In 
Australian literature would be Uke 
a doctor beglnnhig practloe "after 
having dissected the left knee and 
the liver.' 
Elsewhere in the Issue Mr. Brian 
Elliot, Senior English Lecturer at 
Adelaide, recently returned from an 
Ive Writing in Canada," recently 
published as companion I'olume to 
J. K. Ewers "Creative Writing In 
Australia,' ' 
The cultural achievements of the 
two countries, says Mr, Elliott, are 
substantially the same. Both coun-
tries still have the freshness, as well 
as the rawness, of youth. The 
fundamental differences which sep-
arate Canada from Australia are 
the fact that, firstly, Canada is a 
country of sharp regional contrasts 
and secondly, that with the French 
element present, Canada has hi 
fact two literatures, two cultures 
running parallel to each other. The 
first of these reason clearly gives 
rise to a greater diversity of liter-
ary expression in Canada tlian this 
countrj' can iiope to exhibit. 
On the second count, Mr. Elliott 
surprisingly advances the view that 
the Quebec coterie of Canadian 
literature may be dismissed as easily 
as our own migrant elements, 
though the Canadian programme of 
inimigTation is older and some of 
the groups are as yet still imper 
fectly assimilated. 
Underlying the later stages of the 
argument there seems to be the sug-
gestion that both the cultures, 
Canadian and Australian, may lean 
somewhat closer to what is greatest 
in American rather than Eurojiean 
literature. 
Of particular importance to 
Canadian literature is the Massey 
report, made under the aegis of 
the present Governor-General, one 
of the provisions of which has the 
promissory effect of giving gov-
ernmental support to the Arts. 
According to the article, several of 
the report's recommendations 
have already been acted upon. 
Dr. Pnccy's book, snys Mr. Elliott, 
Is the Indispensable vademccum for 
a study of Canadian literature. He 
draws the interesting conclusion 
that where Canadian literature has 
to date been predominantly aesthe-
tic In Its emphasis, Australian 
literature has not. 
Rather has it almost always a 
social bias, frequently marked even 
by a belligerent defiance. The 
Canadian approach is Uterary, the 
Australian primarily didactic. The 
Canadian poets are suave lyrists. 
is the view, while the Australians, | so often liapiKns. much to the 
even Brennan, work to a harsher, 
more polemical programme. 
The suggestion is made that such 
a tendency is not entirely unrelated 
to the part which a great democra-
tic and political pamphlet like the 
Sydney Bulletin has played in the 
development of our national culture. 
With the help of the two companion 
volumes. Dr. Pacey's and J. K. 
Eiver'.s it is to be hoped that more 
Australians and Canadians will come 
to know each other's literatures, but 
primarily their own. 
Also of interest to Queensland is 
Professor Greenwood's Lahore let-
ter, which he acknowledges as a 
presumptuous comment upon condi-
tions for wliich only a week's ap-
preciation was possible, arising from 
his recent visit as head of the Aus-
tralian delegation to the Common-
wealth Relations Conference, 
Professor Greenwood paints an 
interesting picture, geographically 
as well as economically, of India 
and Pakistan as tliey appeared to 
him. Of particular interest is his 
view that there are many In both 
countries who would welcome the 
return of the British. 
The stamp of English culture still 
lies heavy upon both countries: 
newspapers, sports, the legal sys-
tem and, most significantly of all, 
language, are all unmistakably 
British. 
The feeling gained from the article 
is that more facts might be brought 
home to us If the Government were 
to send more academics overseas 
instead of , but this section 
must not delve In political issues. 
Lastly, of the selection made, is 
an informative and patiently 
authoritative exposition of the Aus-
tralian Elizabethan Theatre Trust 
by Dr. H, C. Coombs, the Chah-nian 
of the Trust, 
The ultimate aim of the Trust is 
to establish a native drama, opera 
ond ballet which will give profes-
sional employment to Australian 
actors, singers and dancers. Also 
In the programme is the assistance 
in bringing to this country artists 
of international rank, especially 
Australians successful abroad. 
Tliough In the light of precedent 
one hesitates to commit to tlie 
keeping of a Government money 
for a cultural purpose, the Idea 
seems hi theory to be on excellent 
one. 
One cannot help but feel, how-
eter,, that the southern cities will 
In the event stand to benefit most 
by the scheme and Queensland, as 
r.vnical amnsement of the south-
erners, may well be left out in the 
cold. 
'Die Constitution of tiie Trust 
provides for tliree types of mem-
bers—sponsors or donors of over 
£500. subscribers, or donors of £10 
prepared to make an additional an-
nual subscription of £5, and others 
who have rendered valuable service 
to the Trust. 
Only a brief selection of the 
matter of such a diverse publica-
tion as Meanjin can be made, 
and these items seem to be of 
most local as well as national in-
terest. Our congratulations, fin-
ally, to Meanjin for its acknow-
mcnt of "Semper" as worthy of a 
copy, and to them oar hope to 
receive more in the future. 
Professor 
of Medicine 
arrives at 
University 
TV/ITH the appointment of Pro-
" tessor J. H. Tyrcr, M.D., B.S., 
M.R.C.P., DLU,A.C.P., the Univer-
sity of Queensland gets Us first 
full-time professor of Medicine. 
Professor Tyrer graduated M.D., 
B.S., at the University of Sydney 
in 1942 wilh First Class Honours 
and tlie University Medal, in 194fl 
he was admitted M.R.A.C.P. In 
1952 he was awarded the degree of 
M,D, for a thesis entitled "Studies 
in Circulatory Dynamics, using 
Artificial Perfused Slieep and 
Control with Intact Circulations.' ' 
In 1953 he was awarded the 
Travelling Scholarship In Medicine 
or the Allied Sciences of the Royal 
Australian College of Physicians, 
during his tenure of which he made 
a special study of British trends 
In Clinical Research and Clinical 
Teaching, with particular reference 
to Clinical Neurology. 
His wide experience, coupled with 
his knowledge of the basic sciences 
of Medicine, should not only 
grcaUy benefit the Medical School 
of the University but should also 
benefit the medical profession of 
Queensland gencraUy. 
agcmont and control of that Con-
servntorium sliould be vested: its 
purposes, powers and fmictions; the 
tiegrecs, diplomas, clc. lo be granted 
by it; tlie organisation necessary 
to establish and maintain it; the 
numbers, qualifications and remun-
eration, and mode of appointment 
icspcctivcly of Directors Lecturers 
Examiners connected with it. esti-
mat.- of cost of establishing and 
equipping it: its location and ac-
commodation." etc. That WHS in 
1951. 
After more than three years de-
liberation we have one or two of 
(lio.'^ e variou.i knotty problems 
solved for us, Tiiotigirsomc of the 
oriirinal members nf the Committee 
of Inquiry have cither passed on to 
i:lacos where music is alread'- pro-
vided without practising schools, 
0." to places when? it is .someone 
el.'e'.'i biwiticss. tlK'Jc nic still .'-ome 
of this Committee in our midst, 
with 50I11C new members to take the 
place of ihc detiartod ones. And 
It is to these that we look for some 
sort nf le.ifl in the rsf.Tbli.shnicnt 
of tills iiiucli to be desireri lionic 
tor music study in our midst. 
So far they hnve managed to got 
the old South Brisbane Town Hall 
Iniikiins: an excellent site lor the 
new school, and that Is to their 
credit. .Apart from that Ihcir three 
years' work has not provided much 
in the way of public news, but we 
hope that before long something 
will emerge which will give us con-
tidonce to hope that the school will 
l.Y> one that we will not only be 
proud of. but one wliicii. by its 
aims and standards and condliioiis. 
will attract first-rate teachers from 
overseas to conic here and join our 
ranks hi furthering the great cause 
of inu.'^ ic in our State. 
CHOOSE DIBECTOR FIRST. 
Tlio announcement that there is 
a prospect of appointing three 
te,^ chers to the school before the 
selection of a director lias filled all 
music lovers throughout the State 
with the most jirofound dismay, as 
I have found in talking to teachers 
in various parts of the State re-
cently, and most Brisbane teacliers 
have been struck speechless at the 
ob\'ious futility of the suggestion. 
Surely the first Director should 
be gi\cn the chance fo select his 
own team of tutors, for on tht> 
Director will fall the full respon-
sibility of making a success or a 
failure of this venture. 
By all means at first keep the 
staff in proportion to the amount 
of work to be done, but do let us 
have some sort of organised curri-
eulimi, some set standard by one 
who Is in a position to demand such 
a standard. This headless body 
surely will hardly even be able to 
wag Its tJiIl, After waiting since 
1932 -surely a few extra months cnn 
mean very litle in the long run to 
the setting up of the scheme while 
sudden desire to appoint three 
tenclicrs to start the work without 
any clue as to the direction the 
stuiiies are going to take, or any 
means of co-ordinating the whole 
scheme, can only ond in a great 
deal of disappointment to all con-
cerned. 
Should those presently appointed 
not measure up to the Director's 
standards, what will happen? Are 
they going to be smnmarlly dis-
missed, or is the Director going to 
be expected to make the best of 
the available material and scale his 
demands to the forces available? 
Quite apart from the fact that 
University students interested In 
music should be encouraged to 
pursue that subject in a degree 
cour.^ e, one should not forget that 
trained musicians should be encour-
aged to take academic subjects to 
widen (heir education, 
UNIVERSITY CONTROLLED? 
If the University controlled the 
Conservatcritmi, music student* 
could avail themselves of facilities 
already available to sudents In 
many other faculties, and thu.s take 
academic subjects as part of their 
degree course hi music. There ore 
many other orgimienta one could 
readily advance for the University 
associating Itself with the Conscr-
vatorUun, but a patient Editor has 
already been scratching his what 
the Conservatoriimi hnsn't yet got, 
80 I leave It to you to tliliik them 
out for yourselves, provided you 
still have what the Conservatorlum 
hasn't yet got—a head, 
HJ:.B. 
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DEBATES: 
Q'land Loses Phillipines Gup 
- BLOODY BUT UNBOWED 
The Ind ian 'Vars i ty DebaUng Competi t ion w a s he ld this 
y e a r a t Per th from M o n d a y , 16th, to T u e s d a y , 24lh of Augus t . 
Q u e e n s l a n d , ho lders of the Phi l ippines C u p from last yecff, 
m a n a g e d to ra i se e n o u g h m o n e y to fly ac ros s last y e a r ' s win-
n ing learn in the h o p e tha i Q u e e n s l a n d would be the first 
Universi ty t e a m ever to win the Cup iwico in successive y e a r s . 
The Qutcusland team was 
Messrs, C. E, K. Hampson, .J. G. 
Greenwood and N. P. Power, and it 
arrived at the University of West-
ern At;?!ra!J;* at 10 p.m. on the 
night of Tuesday. August 17. just 
in lime to hear Melbourne jiro-
nounced the winners of the first 
debate, Mclboiiinc v, Adelaide. A 
glance nrouiul at the faces ol team-
members of other Univer.^ilics con-
firmed Quecn.shuid's su.spicioii that 
Melbourne and Sydney tin that 
order* would prove the stumbling-
blocks to Queoii.slunci's asjjiratioii to 
make nistoiy. 
Next mnrnins Quecusktnd ap-
plied the finishing' tiiuelirs lo its 
cji«e afiainst Tasmania on tlie 
subject "Tliiit modern .voulli is 
less virtuous tjian Us fathers" 
{(Jue<'nslantl affiriuative). The 
celebrated bon vivant and inter-
national play-boy Noel I'lunkctl 
Power su^.[;estc(I thai Queensland 
lunch, not at St. George's Col-
lege where il was billeted, but at 
the Hotel EspLinade. "For." snys 
he. "you gel the most dnlightful 
lobster Imieb at the Esplanade. 
Besides, if anyone asks ,vou have 
you been to Perth, you cnn reply 
that you remember with joy 
hmehinp on liilistcr at the Es-
planade." 
That niplu three things hap-
penoti th:>t tlie Qticenslaiuieis talk 
about; firstly tluv defeated Tas-
mania; secondly they heard I hi' 
liest woman sneaker- they had ever 
heard on a dcli.Uing iiialform in 
the )x?rsoii of To.sniania's attractive 
leader. Miss Judy Ruc'.d; and third-
ly they were obliged to evacuate a 
victor.\' party from Hamusoii's room 
in College to Nankivcil room 
in the Hostel ihundreds of yards 
down the road In nourlng rain 
carrying bottles and glasses i owing 
to certain iiitenupiior.s which they 
refuse to allow our corresiiondenl 
to publish. 
Next morning Sydney qualified as 
a finalist by narrowly defeating 
•N'cw England, and nt niglit Queens-
land and Melbourne met to decide 
the other finalists. Tjie .subject 
was "That wc need more fanatics." 
and Queensland were affirmative. 
Comments on the debate: 
HAMPSON: "The debate was very 
close and I think Melbourne had 
the edge, but I don't think the 
'adjudicators credited us with having 
the more difficult .side, . . ." 
POWER: "Melbourne were better 
than we thought they'd be: wc had 
a case wliicli didn't 'gell' until the 
closing stages. They got the laughs 
as the negative team in such a 
subject can. . . ." 
GREENWOOD: "A lot of people 
thought we'd won, but however. . . ; 
I think that on tlie night we were 
debating below our real fonn. al-
though we were certainly trying 
hard." 
SEMPER'S CORRESPONDENT: 
"Melbourne wa.s too good." 
land turning in the Cup lo Mel-
bourne, who successfully affirmed 
against Sydney "That this House 
pities lis grand-children." 
What remains to be said? De-
bates General Secretary, Mel 
Bungoy, did a good job of organis-
ing the coiiinetition. The debating 
standard was high and tlio com-
petition was a success in every w.iy. 
Tlio Queensiandcrs are deeply ap-
In Armldnle last year Queensland i IMcciativo of tlie hosoltaiity of 
established a reputation for being (Pertii in geiierd.' and of our Nan-
tai Good debaters; (bi Good time | kivcll in particular. The Queens-
Charlies. Now that their rcputa-1 landers, it is rumoured, are giving 
tion for la ' was comiJromiscd they ] up debating and attaching tiiem 
applied tiiemselves to maintalnlni 
their reputation for <bi. 
On the Friday night an Austra-
lian tenni, Messrs, T, Gallagher 
I Sydney I and B. Jones (Melbourne i 
dcbatcci the New Zcajanders 
Me,'..?!.'.. B. Brown .-ind J. Clialme.v, 
who ariivcd in Pertli on the Wed-
nesday, The subject was "Tliat the 
U.N.O, is the- iiOUlticn to tho prob-
lem of world peace." Auslrnlia at-
finiiative. The New Zcalaiuler.^ 
won convincingly. 
IMoiulay night found Queens-
selves to llie first Queensland team 
of any nature going to Perth—two 
decisions which Semper whole-
heartedly ctidoises. 
When askcrl for their comments 
on Perth and the trip in general: 
Power shut his eyes, pursed his 
lips suggestively and sighed "Emu 
.'^ o^uii and lobsterl" Greenwood 
pur.-^ ed his lips suggestively and 
' sighed: "Perth women!" Hampson 
I sighed "Two thousand five hundred 
I uiiles , . . Oh. you wouldn't under-
I stand!" 
"'• *;. ' i . ; T ' - •r;*,''- • . 
3W' 
Dictator CED. {"Scareface") HAMPSON a n d Ws l ieutenant, 
JOHN GREENWOOD, s een enter ing the Dictator 's privo'te p l a n e 
en route to Perth. 
Maxim Is Seduction Itself 
— if only he were 
This y e a r the U.Q.D.S. ent ry for the Inler- 'Varsity D r a m a 
Fes t iva l w a s Jean Coc leau ' s "The Typewr i t e r "—c m y s t e r y 
Ihriller, At t imes, y e s , a t a l l t imes, this production w a s a 
mys te ry , bu t n e v e r a thriller. 
George (Cuddles) Cridland gave 
the most outstancliiig performance 
of his career. He played the detec-
tive, Fred, his characterisation was 
vaguely rcminiscont of Hercule 
Poirot or Mike Hammer, He might 
have been perfect luul he too had 
a mistress to guide him from the 
strait and narrow—tlie otlier men 
had at least one each. If the other 
performers had iiad George's 
ii.ituraincss and nerve, this play 
would Imvc been the hlgli-hght of 
the Festival. 
Lenore Nicklin—the villain of the 
piece (in the play)—was adequate 
oiui >ct awkward in many of her 
movements. She lacked that great 
French second nature Passion. She 
was unapiiroachable, instead of 
irresistible. 
Jill Farrar—thc ])oor little bastard 
(again, of the play)—clearly .showed 
that she lacked oxi)ericnce, under 
production, her technical errors were 
oblcted,, but her portrayal became 
t(ia stereotyped and dispassionate 
(there's that word again!) lo be 
siieeoKsful. 
And now we came to the "men." 
If I attempted to give a criticism 
of their respective performances, I 
doubt if it would help them, or you, 
lioor readers. 
Ivan .Tcnkinson could not be 
classed in this category, but his 
only fault was that his siioech was 
too rapid, and he was inclined to 
siieak before he thought, in his 
picking up of cues. 
•Why the jilay failed was due to 
many reasons. The lli-st was tliat 
the .^ujjjiort given by the men was 
totally inadequate for those per-
formers I have already mentioned. 
Tliey luul no innate dnmmtlf ability, 
and Mr. MacDonngh has to be con-
lyrat mated on his mnignillccnt 
attempt to moke three people ap-
pear eo'upctont. 
Again, due lo this factor, the 
east did not work well as a team 
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on stage. The contrast was so 
great thai it made the poor actor 
seem worse, and the good better. 
The criticism levelled at the pro-
duction, tliat the dialogue was 
taken too quickly, can be justified 
It did not give tlie audience time 
to re-act, and It was here that it 
failed to retain the tension neces-
sary for thLs play. But we must 
take into consideration that Mr 
MacDoiiagl: had not the best 
material to work with; if he had 
tried the use of dramatic pauses, in 
which facial expression and bulld-
u|) of dialogue is most imiiortant, the 
cifect would have been drastic. 
In previous Festival years Queens-
li'.nd lias always been held in high 
esteem, and their iierforuiaiico 
cagerlj- anticipated. We have staged 
audi successes as "Vicious Circle," 
"The Cocktail Parly," and last 
year, "Blithe Spirit," 
This N.U.A.U.S. Drama Festival 
could be one of THE Ihcatre spec-
ialilles in Au.stralia, but unless wc 
li.ive more co-operation (because 
the talent is latent) and,- of 
course, murli more leadership 
within the society, It will disin-
tegrate into a nonentity. 
Blake Religious Art in 
Brisbane 
A T las l the Universi ty Societies o re rea l ly influencing for 
the bel ter the culture of our cap i t a l city. The N e w m a n 
Society a n d S.C.M. not only m a d e it possible to exhibit 
cer ta in Blake ReUgious Art Prize entr ies, but lo h o v e s e v e r a l 
excellent lectures g iven in the Ga l l e ry . 
•Whatever may be said or thought 
of the Exhibition, none can deny 
it was a riot of colour, and a meet-
ing place for the most varied, and 
often extraordinary, techniques and 
conceptions. In fact, the colour of 
of juicily anatomical £600 centre-
piece, Glecson's "Agony in the Gar-
den,"' made the Director of our Art 
GnlJer-j' (according to Mr, Haines 
iiimself) sick; his approval went lo 
the not very popular "Descent From 
the Cross" of Eric Smith. 
In a most forthright speech, Mr, 
Haines suggested striking changes 
in the conditions of the Blake Com-
petition; the most important was 
the use of a specially allotted space, 
in a Churcli, foi- which the entries 
should be preiiared, and where the 
winning" one iiilglit be hung. 
General oiiinion was much divid-
ed on the i-clatlve nierlls of the 
entries. Most visitors liked Bad-
ham's light-keyed "Annunciation" 
and united in dislike, sometimes 
violent, of Hoofliger's stark "Noli 
Me Tangcre" triptych. Many of the 
entries, legardle.ss of religious power, 
were iiurely decorative: Kniit's 
"Three Wise Alcn" and Lister's 
"Christ's Triumphant Enti-y Into 
Jerusalem" had all the naive and 
joyous colour of nursery pictures. 
Several went still further, and 
were in themselves quite unidenti-
fiable as religious pictures, or even 
as pictures of religious sobjects. 
They certainly escaped the charge 
of representation without feeling; 
the representation itself left us in 
the dark. "The Guest of Em-
maeus" might easily have been 
"Early Evening Meal in Worker's 
Family," "The Loaves and Fishes" 
was a pleasantly casual rendering 
of "Natives Selling Buns.' 
Whatever Us shortcomings, the 
Exhibition has given us a subject 
for healthy controversy, and, in my 
opinion, some good painting. Though 
few of the paintings may be re-
ligious, none is anti-rellglous 
enough to justify the smug indigna-
tion of the Sydney people who re-
treated in confusion to the peace 
of Churclies after viewing them. 
Such people have refused even to 
scrutinise their views on Art and 
Religion, let alone test their sound-
ness to revise them or find new 
reasons for maintaining tliem. 
J.C. G. 
Pike 
Brothers Ltd The Men's Wear Store 
. . . for 
Smarter 
Leisure 
Wear 
DONEGAL 
SPORTS COATS 
Ideal for summer, these popular light-
weight Donegal Sports Coats feature the 
smart 2-button style, latest two-way 
pockets, and are silk lined tiiroughout. 
In popular Fawn and Grey shades, all 
sizes are priced at only 17/6/6. 
Other Tropical Worsted Sports Coats 
troni £10/3/6 
Correctly Casual 
LOUNGE TROUSERS 
Smartly styled, read-to-wear Lounge Trousers, in all 
popular shades of Fawns, Greys and Browns, in a 
full range of fittings. 
SPORTWILL, all wool whipcord 
GAB-TWIST, twill linlsh itabardinc 
FAVOURITE, all wool gabardine .„, 
STAMINA, wool sergctte 
£7/7/-
£5/11/6 
£0/19/6 
.,., 99/8 
Official suppliers of College Blaacrs. also University Sports 
Union Half and Full Biues. 
PIKE BROTHERS LIMITED 
The Men's Wear Store—Queen Street, Brisbane, Phone B3I41. 
WITH ANTEU>PE 
No Leaning on the Bar 
So Tony Hogffossle and Mifanwy Chubb finally made il 
legal. I went along to the wedding. You've never seen such 
a lot of frowsy old sluffed-shirls all as drunk as lords and 
weeping buckets of tears over that pair of beknighted foois. 
Why that Mifanv/y looks as though* she's been mauled by 
every Tom-dick-an'-harry in the district and as for that drunken 
swine Hogffossle, ha's been partnering each year's debs, since 
1942. Talk about laugh . . . 
Mr, and Mrs, W. Jones are enter-
taining at their delightful seaside 
home at Pinkenba, Their guests 
for the season are Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Smith, of Spring Hill, Brisbane, with 
their two children Willie and Ethel, 
who are on holidays from West-
brook Reformatory. 
CHEESE OF THE WEEK 
by "Mousjs." 
God, I SQv/ that frov/sy old 
dame Mrs. Edgar Polkington 
at the Opera. Still covering 
that scraggy old back with 
the same hessian sack that 
she was wearing at leas* 
two seasons ago. Miserable 
old tari. I recognised it by 
the brand ol flour it once 
held. 
Saw that over-upholstared 
Liza Doofall at th© w)rest-
ling the other night magni-
ficenlly draped inside a pink 
creation (matched her eyes) 
v/ith a ridiculously long sil-
ver lame cigar-holder stuck 
out of the comer of that red 
gash she calls a mouth. 
Looked absolutely ghastly. 
Coloured lights and gay party 
caps will be the feature of the 
coming-out party to be thrown by 
Mr.^ . P. Milllngton-Cadwallader-
Wentworth for her Millicent. MiUl-
cent will wear an attractive H-bomb 
creaton with a neckline that really 
reaches the lowest. Hence the 
coming-out party. 
Odd Spots: Hear prominent 
social lion Bnico Montgomery is 
leaving for an overseas visit to 
recuperate from a recent opera-
tion to remove gunshot pellets 
from his . . . . Saw teenager Deb-
bie Chunderall rolling down 
Queen Street proudly showing 
her new false teeth . . ^ . That 
young dipsomaniac Vermont 
Jecvcs-Smlth has wrapped an-
other of his daddy's cars round 
a telephone pole (the third this 
year) . . . . Jenny \Vllkc3-Bar-
rington, ju-st returned from an 
overseas tour, thinks Nice is nice. 
The scene of a gay Michaelmas 
party will be the country estate of 
Mr. and Mrs, Collett Okeyfernokey, 
of Lyon Downs, The lodges' gal-
vanised iron roof will Be painted a 
bilious apricot, and the bark walls 
will be nailed upright for the occa-
sion. Guests, who will include Mr. 
and Mrs. Mac FothersgiU from that 
one horse desert "Central" station, 
and Mr. Puddin Benson from Wil-
son's Flat, v;ill blow their dough on 
the picnic races at Lyon Downs. 
Mrs. Okeyfernokee tells us she Is 
fiu-iou-sly storing up firewood to 
cook the piles of corned beef she 
has ordered for her guests. 
One of the first nighters at the 
recent production of "Black Jetti-
son" was Mrs. Michael Castledown, 
trying hard to look as though she 
coji stand the expense. Hear her 
poor hubby is almost frantic trying 
to keep up with her frock bill. As 
she does at all first nights, she 
looked completely dissipated. Some 
people never learn. 
The hide of some people. I hear 
that Society wreck, Jeanette ap-
Davyss (the year's most "popular 
bachelor girl" for the tenth conse-
cutive year and Brisbane's biggest 
boozer) lectured the Women's Tem-
perance Union on the evil of drink 
in the life of the youth of to-day. 
Two minutes before the lecture she 
was still swallowing black coffee 
and gulping chlorophyll tablets. 
I hope that none of you went to 
any of these Jazz concerts. No self-
respecting student should be seen at 
them. 
I remind you that you're at the 
University to get a spot of culture, 
not to sit around with your mouth 
on the slack, gaping at some simian 
creature who is himself a subject 
for anthropological study and who 
spends his time belting a taut pig-
skin, or bleating some "bop," or 
brushing flecks of dandruff from his 
purple corduroy jacket. 
Remember it's culture you're after 
. . , Beethoven, Ravel, Shakespeare, 
Edith Sitweli, Keats, Ernest Briggs, 
Jack Donahoo. Anyway I've found 
you get lumbago, sitting on those 
hard Stadiiun seats. 
Who the hell is this imposter, 
Elizabeth Webb. Young cheapskate! 
Here am I, lived twice as long as 
her, got more opinions about every-
thing, and the way she writes you'd 
think she was Lady Churchill. 
Tliere's also that other young 
chicken. Dame Enid Lyons. Why I 
was tickling this typewriter when 
she was in nappies. You can't beat 
the youth of today for bumptious-
ness. Mind you, the Webb girl is 
very mature for her age, and the 
Lyons kid has something tc say 
occasionally. 
Thank Merciful Heaven you're 
not having any more Sempers this 
term. 
I mind the time when we used to 
have a breaking up party for all 
"Semper" tinies. it used to be a 
regular feature until a couple of 
enthusiastic revellers set fire to the 
nearby stables. They saved all the 
horses but they lost a butler and a 
maid. Oh, the wonder of it . . . The 
Band of Hope used to play "I'm a 
Ding Dong Daddy," Yehudi Menu-
hin played "Hot Canary," Nellie 
Melba sang "Somebody Bad Stole De 
Wedding Bell," and little Marlene 
Deitrlch came along to wheeze "Too 
Old To Cut The Mustard.'' Ah, 
times like those are ever-green in 
my memory, I remember sometimes 
I used to recite that thing by 
Tennyson (or Is it Wordsworth): 
"And may there be no leaning on 
the bar. 
When I am all at sea." 
Well, dears, I must crawl off, 
warm up my mustard plaster for 
my lumbago that I got listening to 
that horrid little Genie Krupa, 
Meri-y Christmas, and liere's hop-
ing we meet once again. 
Yours, swotting, 
AUNT GERT THROGMORTON, 
P.S,—"Swot vac." benzedrine 
available second week In October. 
Order now.—A,G. 
Orchestra Fiddles On 
One of the youngest of the constituent bodies of the 
Union; is the University oi Queensland Orchestrol Society. 
ALTHOUGH It Came Into exlst-
^ ence only last year with a 
membership of about a dozen, it is 
very active and increasing rapidly 
in numbers. It now includes 
thlrty-sIx players. 
At prestnt It Is mainly a string 
orchestra, but the woodwind section 
Is growing and contributes to the 
variety of items at concerts. Prac-
tice is held every Sunday after-
noon from 1.30 p.m. till 5.00 p.m. 
in the Herston refectory, and takes 
the form of sectional and full group 
rehearsal, with an afternoon tea 
break filled in with cultural con-
versation and a delicious snack. 
This may sound a cut and dried 
schedule, but actuolly everyone has 
a lot of fun, not only In the after-
noon tea Interlude, but at practice, 
trying out and rehearsing pieces, 
for public performance or private 
pleasure. 
It is to the orchestra's credit that 
several concerts have been given-
one at the beginning of the year, 
one ill Commem. week, and one at 
the Adult Education Centre; soon, 
on September 15th, it will give its 
1854 fling at the City Congrega-
tional Church. This will give the 
orchestra an opportunity of ex-
tending its repertoire to include 
an organ concerto by Handel with 
Conductor Ralph Schureck at the 
organ. 
One of the most successful or-
chestra activities of the year was 
the iCamp, held at Tallebudgera 
National Fitness Camp hi July. A 
week-end was spent in Intensive 
practice, eating and washing up. 
Its delights are impossible to detail 
in their entirety, but Its popularity 
Is sufficiently indicated by the un-
animous desire lor another camp, 
bigger and even better (if possible), 
as soon as is practicable. This 
win probably have to wait till next 
year, but members of the orchestra 
will be attending the Music Camp 
at Geelong this January. 
This year the orchestra will be 
saying goodhyo to some of Us 
most prominent and skilled mem-
bers. A new conductor will be 
replacing Med. student Ralph 
Schureck, whose studies arc de-
manding his full attention, while 
Leader Umar Mahdhar must re-
turn to Indonesia. 
The deiiarture, permanent or 
otherwise, of these foundation 
members, will undoubtedly weaken 
the orchestra, and special tribute Is 
due to tlie conductor, witliout whose 
enthusiasm the Society would not 
have begun or flourished as it has. 
Still, it can look forward confi-
dently to further expansion and 
improvement, relying not only on 
new arivals, but on its boundless 
enthusiasm and lots of good hard 
work. 
li\>iTsa\\]iTo:R 
• . 1 :vi I •!• K I t LEADERSHIP 
With leadership comes responsibility — the obligation to maintaitt 
a Btandofd of excellence that is accepted automaUcally as the beat. 
There can be no finer example of this constant adherence to quality 
than the continued preference for Walson equipment. 
CaU, Phone or Write to — 
MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES 
DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT 
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS 
X-RAY and ELECTRO-MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 
PRACTICES and LOCUMS 
Watson Victor Limited 
Wotson Hoxise. 453-457 Ann Street — BRISBANE 
Telephones — 6 1616, B 1671, B 6265. TERMS ARRANGED 
Unclassified Ads 
WANTED—two strd. hs., all mod. 
cons,, incl. ht. wtr., sptlc, bth. 
rms. (prcf. two), cpts., fowl hs., 
bg grdn, els to trai, not fr. fnn. 
twn. (prcf. in sbrbs.), els. to 
twn,, rmvd. from nghbrs., must 
be prvt,, pref. on hll., good vw. 
nt. fr. to lavy, yrs. apply san. 
ppr., v.m. Write Smpr., bx. 
twnty nih. 
SELL—Large expanse desert. Good 
playing ground for young chil-
dren, make good sand pit. De-
lightful for display of beach 
garments if you want your wife 
to impress your bos. Apply 
Abdul Ymshi, c/- P.O. Oasis 
No. 2. Sahara, 
SELL—Genuine alligator bag In 
excellent condition.. Owner has 
struck hard times and is forced 
to sell through lack of tho 
necessary. Ajiply "Disgusted 
Husband," c,'- Upper reaches, 
Amazon River. 
SELL—Genuine chaise lounge, only 
used once. Magnificent uphol-
stery (original) with Queen 
Anne Itgs. Write Gargantua, 
c/- FooUn Bros, Circus. 
SELI,—Third year Law textbooks. 
Excellent condition. Some 
never opened. Owner feels wiU 
not be returning to University 
next year. Wants capital to 
set up as professional powder 
monkey with B.C.C. Apply 
Editor. ''Semper Horcat." 
SELL—Fairly new edition of "How; 
to Win Friends and Influence 
People." Copy is well-used but 
in good condition. Will sell to 
first person leaving name at 
below address. Owner leaving 
town in hurry. If not ovailable 
at below address contact 
Foreign Legion Headquarters. 
Write J. Pox, Lower Hutt, N.Z. 
WILL—offer twenty pounds to 
anyone who can supply me with 
the Physics Three Paper for 
1954 by second week In Octo-
ber. Needed for vital research. 
Box thirty, semper Floreat. 
YOU con help me by sending a 
file and two reliable hacksaw 
blades to the below oddress. 
Applicants must enclose in 
large cake or himk of meat. 
Money no object Apply Mr. 
Spike Luchetl, Cell 6184A, 
Boggo Road, 
Strictly Personal 
ELLA FITZ—Ah'll be down to git 
yun in a taxi honey, yuh bet-
ter be ready bah a quarter tuh 
eight. Now honey Doan be late, 
ah wanna be dere when duh 
band starts playhi. Louie. 
INIGO—Don't let tlie stars get 
In your eyes, dont' let the moon 
break yoiu; heart. 
ARE you lonesome to-night? Well, 
don't be that way. brothers and 
sisters. Just come along to the 
all-night session at the Pinln 
and Slghln Club. If you can't 
get a partner, •we'll get you 
one. We have the biggest col-
lection of hoiwloss cases in 
Brisbane. We always manage 
to palm them off to each 
other. Strictly confidential. 
We cure your loneliness. 
WHAT the Butler saw. Thats' our job. Come to the Peeping Tom 
Investigations for your divorce 
enquiries. Brother, you just 
have to walk within ton yards 
of our door and youll have a 
divorce on your hands, whether 
you want it or not. Complete 
satisfaction guaranteed. 
Has any one hear seen Kelly? 
K-E-L-L-Y. 
WOULD anyone knowing the 
whereabouts of Clancy of tho 
Overflow, last seen up the 
Lachlan River some years ago, 
please contact the nearest pub-
lishers as the matter is urgent. 
FLO—Bio. Joe. 
YOUNG woman woiUd like to meet 
sob. and rcsp. Uni student just 
to see If one does exist 
DO your feet ache? Do they feel 
as though they'd been through 
a mangle? Do your corns give 
you hell? Do they feel aa 
though you'd been walking on 
a hot stove all day? Do they 
smell like dead fish when you 
take your shoes off? Tliey do? 
So do mine! But if you want 
free advice write to Dr J. 
Marlow. 
EGBERT—The home is so empty 
without you. As I sit here I 
want you back more than ever. 
I still can't understand why you 
left me. Life holds no joy 
for me. Anyway why the heck 
did you nm out and leave me 
with ail the washhig-up to do? 
Ethel, 
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A Special by corriei pigeon from our.Adeloidc couni&r-pait 'Struth," organ of Adelaide S,R.C. 
OIL SCANDAL BREAKS IN S.A. 
Boss Flees With Funds 
— Lumpol Slump 
LUMPOL PETROLEUMS slumped by a further 30/- this momiivg. following o disclosure 
made last night by Miss Je'vvel Annie Hobbs that she had been assaulted by Hiram Q. 
Schlcldegniber a\ the Rough DrilKng site on Bowen Hill, South Australia. 
Attempts by the police to locate 
SchlcklegTuber, who is Managing 
Dh-ector of Lumpol Industries, have 
failed. It was later learned that 
Schtcklcgruber has fled the country 
, In his yacht, taking with him Mrs, 
Yma Zoomac, wife of the Peruvian 
Ambassador. 
Enquiries made by STRUTH'S 
representative revealed some start-
ling facts: 
1. Schicklegruber drew a cheque 
for £20,000 from his broker last 
night. 
2. This vast credit in his account 
arose after he had oversold 100,000 
shares on August 30 in a fever pitch 
market following the announcement 
that Hydrogen Sulphide reached a 
pressure of 100 pounds per square 
Inch. These shares were bought 
baclt during yesterday's slumps at 
ONE-FIFTH OP THEIR ORIGINAL 
VALUE,. 
3. Security police found large 
quantities of rotting caviar and 
sturgeon three feel below the sur-
facp at No, C drilling site. 
4. Signor Zoomac and Mrs, 
Schicklegruber recently opened a 
joint account nt the Brokerage firm 
of Goliath, Saul and David, and 
look out large holdings in Goldbrick 
Mines and Consolidated Brassieres 
Ltd,, both rivals of Lumpol, 
STRUTH is convinced that it has 
uncovered enough evidence to in-
dicate that the public has been 
taken for a ride. It is not the 
ivenlthy who arc financially ruined 
by these scandalous manipulations, 
but tlie under-privileged, many of 
whom had their life savings in-
vested in Lumpol. 
Of the many heartrending stories 
STRUTH haa listened to in the past 
few hours, we present a typical 
example. 
Miss X had Tive .shares In the 
Company. Her father holds direc-
torates in .several of Adelaide's 
Banks, Newspapers and Insurance 
Companies. He Is well-respected 
and is a member of several e.\-
Dramatic 
Society 
THE ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
of 
U, Q. D. S. 
will be held on 
THURSDAY, 25th SEPT. 
at 
7.30 p.m. 
In the WOMEN'S COMMON 
ROOM, GEORGE ST. 
r Association | 
Football '* i 
Are you interested in playing 
Association Football (Soccer)??^ 
If you are. contact either Alex, if 
J^Yakimoff (Eng. IT) or Sam Chenl i 
y (Commerce II). It Is hoped that|v| 
Xa club can be formed for fixtures • 
Xnext year. jji 
w At night, ring Yakimoff or;! 
I Chen (J 1404), I 
St. Lucia's Ten 
Top Beauties 
By special arrangement with 
the "Courlous Male," Court photo-
grapher PEERS here begins a 
special .series,, in which he tells 
us something of the relghing 
Beauty Queens at St. Lucia, the 
hub of Varsity social life. 
The first in this series is the pre-
sent reigning Beauty Queen, Miss 
Umbrlago Tulagi. whose father is 
Lord Umbrlago, Master of the Rolls 
of the Fall tribe. Miss Tulagi i.s 
at present in Australia to study 
the genetics of the Tasmanion 
Devil, and can bo seen at all the 
Social Events. 
''An Anthology 
of Desk Verse" 
(Bound and collected from Lecture 
room 45, St. Luclu—by persons un-
known). 
The wharfies loafed upon the job. 
And mooched about the Jetty, 
But I don't care how slow they go, 
Cos I'm in love with Betty. 
With Frenchmen it's Oorgonzola. 
With Dago blokes Spaghetti; 
But what do I care what I eat 
For I'm in love with Betty. 
My mind to me a kingdom is 
As blank as blank can be, 
For all my heart and all my soul 
Is filled with sweet Betty. 
Some men love their alcohol. 
And soak them-selves in methyl. 
But higher moths, is my delight, 
Cos I'm In love with Ethel 
Ethel the petal. 
Shaped like a kettle, 
Heart of metal, 
Easy to nettle. 
The cause of dew may be a fog; 
The cause of 'flu may be a wog. 
A skunk sot on a stump. 
The stump thunk the skunk stmik. 
And the skunk thunk tho stump 
skunk. 
MISS OMBRiAGO TULAGI 
Of her PEERS has this to say: 
Miss Tulagi Is of a surety thi. most 
striking w'oman I have seen thi.i 
year. Her unusuol beauty, so rarely 
seen In this country, is most strik-
ing. Her faintly olive complexion, 
her short, well-kept, hair so charm-
inrily c:oppcd in the new "chlhu?.-
hua" cut, her full lios all contri-
bute to a beauty v;hich stops all 
the young oligible bachelors in thu 
middle of their fox-trots. 
When not engaged in her studies, 
Miss Tulagi can be found at cither 
a house party in the country, or at 
the most recent "coming-out party" 
To lier meagre income she has a 
most interesting hobby. She hires 
herself out (at a very rcnsonable 
rate) as a creator of comforting 
breezes. In other words, she recites 
very slowly and over again, "peter 
piper picked a peck of pickled pep-
pers, etc.", to cool the humid brows 
of dowagers in the hot summer 
months. 
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elusive clubs, 
Tearful at this shocking swindle, 
Miss X. told STRUTH: "I can't 
possibly save anything out of my 
allowance bccau.se my ponies are 
terribly expensive to keep and 
Daddy gave nie a new car for pass-
ing an exam, and it cats up a ter-
ri'ole lot of petrol." 
The shame brought to (his man 
by his daughter's misfortune can 
be attributed to the criminal 
activities of a few unprincipled 
.jrasping men who are prepared 
to crush innocent people in .their 
quest for riches. 
Q'LD SHARE MARKET llEPORT. 
Morning sales to 10.30, 
Buy. Sell, 
Consolidated Brassieres 10/6 11/-
Ground Nuts Id, 2d, 
LUMPOL 2/6 3/-
Gold Brick £50 £55 
Haemorrhoid Industries 95/- 97/-
Buli Fertilisers Id. 3d, 
Pornogi-aphic Pub'tions £500 £575 
Commonwealth Loans .... 4d. 5d, 
Tennis Premiership 
to University 
(Exclusive lo Semper" from Harry Hopscotch). 
The Bcok.Learner's top tennis team brought home.their 
,'irst bacon since 1951 when they won the Greater Brisbane 
Badge Grade Premiership grcncl. final by dsfeating the minor 
premiers, Indoorccpiiiy, soundly but narrowly, by six games.. 
The undisputed .star of the match, 
and only player to win all 3 sets 
was the young greaser from Kyogle, 
Bob Mlhell, for whom the match 
was a personal triumph. Just re-
covered from a bad shoulder in-
jury, he won his singles welt, 6-4, 
but really excelled in the doubles, 
which he and Col Ryan won 6-2, 
6-4, thereby establishing a good 
lend. 
Ryan lost a disappointing singles 
6-1, but hnprovcd later to give 
Mlchcll good stipport. 
Dos. O'Suillvon recovered well 
from set point r'own in his singles, 
to 5-ail, only lite rally to throw tho 
last game nnd set into the net. 
Evan Wriglit, our tennis paradox, 
played his best singles this season 
to win 6-2. followed by his worst 
doubles on record, with O'Sullivan 
(who was little better); they lost 
0-4 to the weaker opponents, and 
did not appear likely to win one 
of the necessary three games to 
clincli the premiership, against a 
formidable pair in Brown and 
Geraghty. To the great surprise 
of all, they played their best 
doubles to win the set 6-4, with | 
Wright playing like a man pos-
sessed. 
IiCt us not forget the other mem-
bers of the team—the redoubtable 
dentist Noil ("The Marrying Kind") 
Roberts, and our suave Fiench 
scholar, John Mills, who both 
played major parts hi the team's 
earlier successes, which made pos-
sible our use of the right of clial-
len^o. 
Cricket 
Practice at St. Lucia EVERY 
Sunday morning from 9.30 on-
wards. Club fixtures start on 
September I8th. Anyone inter-
ested at all, contact Secretary 
Bob Pierce (M1714) or Assistant 
Secretary, Frank O'Driscoll 
(XW2fl07). 
Cor in <iitch; 
Man in tree; 
Moon was hill. 
So was he. 
MACHINE SHOP 
Ulaii turnacc, NctecattU Sitcl ForAi 
The Career Opporiunii^ 
You Want 
DRAWING OFFICE 
Call, write or 
BROKEN 
CO- LTD. 
STEEL is a vital, Australia-wide industry, continually 
expanding and creating new 
jobs and chances of promo-
tion. Under B.H.P.'s Staff 
Training Scheme, you have 
every opportunity through 
helpful training courses to 
ivin success and security. 
if Planned career train-
ing. 
i( Refund of tuition fees 
for professional and 
other qualifications. 
•jAr Study incentives. 
•A* Excellent conditions. 
phone the Manager noic—THE 
HILL PROPRIETARY 
—108 Creek St., Brisbane — FA 1041 
TECHMJCAL Z ^ 
ff '^st at ^eu-^„„7^ Vacancies 
^ ,°Semf^[" 'P'-°«Poc,s 
n«sJl}o„8 when y',/*' *«="'•« 
COMMERCIAL -_ c 
"Pplicaiug fo- Successful 
} ^ . trained i, ' ' " ' "«« „jj, 
Promoiio, , t^ «'»iect of 
<'ei»ariineni8. ' *" «hc8c 
Si«J Worin fIStrCASTLE, N.S.W. — Shtpfmdi WUYALLA, S,A. 
Call, tvrite or phone the Manager now—THE 
BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY 
C O . LTD.—28 Franklin.St., Adelaide-LA 1504 
The Tragedy oS History 
A n apprec ia t ion of "Down Peacock Fea thers" b y D. R. Davies . 
This s tudy of con tempora ry sociology e n d phycho logy g ives a l so a ph i losophy oi 
history, b a s e d on the G e n e r a l Confession of t h e Church of England . 
TTIMSELF a prophet, with pro-
found insight into world move-
ment.^ and individual motives, the 
author claims that prophecy is an 
important function of the Church, 
In this book, he writes, "The pio-
neers of democracy believed that 
Absolutism was the root of war; 
that democracy would mean peace. 
We know better because Absolutism 
has given place to democracy. To-
day Capitalism is the root of war. 
Socialism will mean peace. It will, 
of course, mean nothing of the kind. 
But the norld will not believe that 
until il has tried it." 
Also from his iien is a .statement 
tragically fulfilled within one de-
cade concerning "a still more ter-
rible heritage for this generation's 
children, compared to which the 
bomber and the tank will look like 
instruments of mercy." 
In the introduction we find the 
one fi\ctor in which mankind is at 
one; and the one factor which 
divides us against each other—sin! 
Even ill religion we make secondary 
differences into firsl-class issues, by 
saddling them with our own will-
to-power and self-righteousness, 
thus making them vehicles of our 
own .willfulness. 
We see something of the great 
inlnd of C. S. Lewis In the opening 
cliapter, which shows God's great-
ness supremely in His ability to 
create beings free. Parents cannot 
withhold from interfering with the 
liberty of their children, especially 
when they know that the children's 
desires are towards things that are 
harmful. 
Yet which is easier, to exert 
superior force in subduing w-ills that 
are intent on harm, or to suffer all 
tlie consequences of that liarm your-
self God alone is capable of the 
latter course. 
"History pays indirect tribute to 
God's lovi>, in its recognition to-
day that suilerins; is preferable 
to tyranny." The more wc suffer 
for freedom the less a problem 
pain becomes. Finally we see God, 
in Christ, bearing the individual 
suffi'rii!,? of every free soul. "Row 
can God bear it all? Here is the 
my.Ytery of His omnipotence, the 
miracle also of His unfaltering 
love—'Almighty and most merci-
ful Father.'" 
"Notiiing is so sinister in the 
world today as the decline of the 
seiiSG of sin, which is a jiroccss of 
clcliutnanisation . . . we've alreadv 
seen the first fruit in the Hitler 
youth, in their hellish excesses in 
Poland," Preiid found that sense 
of guilt leads to neurosis, and 
therefore must be transcended. 
Hitler bred a generation who took 
him literally, and it was some of 
tlie.se young monsters who turned 
Preud. in his old age, out of Vienna. 
Why not, if guilt feelings are 
something to be got rid of? 
Such is the basic contradiction of 
human nature that offence arises 
even from good intentions. As a 
sheep seeking good grazing "follow-
ing its own desires'' can end where 
it never intended— a preciiiicc, or 
among bogs, so can apparently 
good desires end in a stream which 
leads to undreamed of evil. 
Capitalism began as an a.ssertion 
of individual freedom and initiative. 
It is ending in tlie most .soul-less 
and brutal suppression of the in-
dividual, with Hltlerism as the final 
logic of individualism. Freedom 
degenerates into a new slavery. 
In all discussion on liberty 
there arc implied limitations, but 
if restraint exists there is no 
liberty. As we know it, our free-
dom is limited when our desires 
conflict with those of somebodv 
Sou th Africa 
Segregation: The National 
Problem 
Apartheid in Universities 
Hero in Austral ia, w e bli thely talk of ' a borigine scholarships ." To ihe majority of 
s tudenls il is a n a m e only e n d i s ha rd ly e v e r l ikely lo even tua te . W e bother little about 
rac ia l tolercmce and. our Universi ty life is n o t affected b y a n y racia l pre judice or Gov-
e rnmenta l ac t ion . 
TN South Africa, however, the Unl-
-'• vcrsitie.i and tiie Malan Gov-
ernment are waging continuous 
verbal warfare over the question of 
"colour" in thn Universities. 
The Malan Government is iier-
sisting with its jwlicy of non-admit-
tance of non-white students or 
rather is endeavouring to gain sup-
jjort for segregated Universities, 
Without excejition, the Universities 
are opposing this "Aparthied" policy, 
with an intensity which has forced 
Mr, Malan and niembor,', of his gov-
ernment to defend their unconvinc-
ing jwlicy. 
To say that it is a vital issue is 
perhaps an understatement. Dur-
ing the last fe^ v years there has 
scarcely been one issue of South 
African University papers in which 
prominence lias been given to some 
crltlci.sm of either aparthied or the 
student policy. 
A Cabinet Issue 
Particularly noteworthy, and de-
monstrative of the emphasis placed 
upon this question, was the chal-
lenging of the elections of the 
University of Capetown Student 
Representative Council, in which 
two African students were elected. 
'The . University paper "Varsity" 
reported the debate frdm which 
some quotes can be. taken. One 
member claimed that "Educated 
Africans became agitators and tlie 
African population was not civilised 
enough to absorb a University 
education." 
Other notable statements were: 
" . . . an indication of how • far 
Liberalism, and even . Commuuisiii 
(is) developing In Universities," 
", , . wliitc. girls had voted for (the 
African students)." 
One member waved aloft a photo 
of a European and an African stud-
ent .side by side drinking tea at a 
Mayoral reception, and expressed 
alarm at the fearful consequences 
which might arise from this tyiie of 
thing. 
The matter was eventually re-
ferred to Cabinet, after a heated 
debate. 
A Capetown newspaper did not 
easily accept such a compromise and 
devoted no less than four editorials 
in nine daysf to criticism of the 
system of academic non-segregation. 
The University S.R.C. reiiliod to the 
nflwspnner that the "horror stories 
quote'a^'yy it weroin fact inventions 
j i^d ^RF'^ etted this was symptomatic 
of the .smear campaign conducted 
against the "open Universities." 
Hollowcry Commiss ion. 
This is but c-ne instance of the 
lirominence which the student at-1 
litude towards this vital question. At 
present a Commission of Enquiry is 
now involved uiion this very issue, 
and in evidence submitted to it the 
University of Caiietown said; "Uni-
versity liberties arc not entrenched 
on paper, and guarantees of tiielr 
continued existence dciiend upon 
the goodwill of the state and the 
cu.stom of the people . . . the S,R.C. 
feels a very real fear that once 
the University's right to admit 
whom it wishes has been denied it, 
the (precedent) may exist whereby 
it may be told what to teach. 
The very essence of University 
education is the free exchange of 
ideas not only staff and student, 
but between student and student. 
It is a clash of very different 
ideas upon each other that affords 
the stimulus of any university. . . 
The National Union of South 
African Students has expressed its 
disapproval of the announced Gov-
ernment policy of aparthied at 
Witwatersrand University and 
U.C.T., the two non-segregated Uni-
versities.. The defence by these two 
universities of their autonomy has 
evoked the support of other stud-
ents. University Councils and Sen-
ates, many societies and bodies, and 
the public Press. The "Band Dally 
Mail" In an editorial, observed, "in 
the Southern States of America 
where racial conditions are nowhere 
near as dlfncult as they are in the 
Transvaal, not a single university 
can be accounted as free and pro-
gressive as Wits, This Is a wonder-
ful achievement . . , yet the Gov-
ernment seems to be determined to 
wreck one, of its. finest assets,' 
Tolercmce Needed. 
Meanwhile the Hollo way Com-
mission, whose terms of refer-
ence arc 'to investigate and report 
on the practicability and financial 
iniplicatlons of providing .separate 
training facilites for non-Europeans 
at Unvcrsltlcs,' hears evidence from 
all over the country. 
Segregation to us is not an over-
looming problem.and racial toler-
ance js part !ind parcel of. our uni-
versities. However,, unless it is 
nipped In the bud, such (1,11 outburst?, 
as we have so recently seen, dcci^y-
Ing tho CWombo Plan, can ' create 
many misconceiitions. NUAUS 
must take firm aclioii on any fur-
ther outbursts from this parlicuUir 
nt'wspajicr cluiiii. 
In South Africa. Mr. Viljoen, the 
Education Minister, has termed this 
all-lniportant question "the great 
national problem." Let us do all in 
our iwwer to .see that it does not 
become this in Australia, 
Segregation, racial intolerance 
and the consequent denial of the 
intelligent stimulus to university 
thought are themselves the e.jg 
from which Communism is 
hatched. 
XERXES, 
MEN —are you 
ailing ? 
Do you feel old and tired? Do 
you feel like sitting in your chair 
and smoking yom* ijipe? Would 
'you like to be young and active? 
Muscular [lalns; dirt on the 
liver; a mouth like carpet; 
chronic lumbago; aching corns; 
tinea; headaches; , backaclics; 
tooth aches; dirty flngornaiis; 
body odours; dizzy spells. 
You need no longer suffer 
'from these ailments. 
Just take— 
NU-LIFE PILLS 
Guaranteed .tp curl your hair! 
else. This restraint can only be 
eliminated when ail our desires 
spring from the same source— 
from God. 
"There is no health in us" does 
not mean that man is incapable of 
good, but that his highest motives 
are not untainted; so that the most 
promising' virtues, at some point or 
other of their development, turn 
upon themselves in frustration and 
self-destruction. Human progress 
consists in finding new forms for 
old evils; and all human solutions 
are temporary. Examples are given 
in history, politics, science and 
psychology. 
With the rise of the social con-
science ill these days, the warm, 
living, and tender concern for men 
as persons is transformed into a re-
mote abstract, institutional feeling 
of obligation. And men will do 
without compunction to institutions 
what they would feel guilty about 
if done to a person. Our respons-
ibility is not an institutional affair. 
It is personal—to God. Man's auto-
matic attitude In trouble is self-
justiricatlon~"more sinned against 
than sinning." To abandon this 
liridc is very diflicult. But tlie 
wrongs we have suffered are but a 
drop in the ocean compared with 
the wrongs we have committed 
against God. 
To cry out "Have mercy upon us 
iniser.abli> olTcnders," «ili do more 
for the clcansin,^ and rencw.1l of 
the world than all the new orders 
put togcllier. 
The ajiparent difficulty of being 
reMorccl by repentance is clarified 
i^otncwhat by the analogy of natural 
law. Law secures .service and 
effectiveness, if men hold tlio right 
attilucic to it. When v,o go against 
it wo Euffer, If our sense of need 
brings us to change our attitude 
towards conformity with the source 
of spiritual law, then altruism be-
r;ins to displnce cgo-ccntricity as our 
fundamental natural urge. By re-
licntanco, life becomes the means 
for subordinating self to God. and 
not merely a means, as hitherto, for 
finding new historic expression for 
Eolf-will. It is the beginning of the 
Great Retreat of Satan in personal 
and social life. There may be local 
sallies and counter-attacks, but the 
character of the campaign, as a 
wliole, has undergone a drastic 
revolutionai-y change. 
In liuman relationsliips the only 
true and abiding revolution is 
Humilily, out of which spring all 
the Christian virtues. The signi-
licance of this change in social 
relationships is inestimable. One 
example—the guilt clause of the 
Versailles Peace Treaty, which com-
pelled Germans to acknowledge that 
theirs" was the entire guilt of the 
war. It ]3aved the way for Hitler. 
What a different Europe we may 
have seen had we been able to 
acknowledge that none were guilt 
less. 
In discussion on the Christian 
Revelation of the Meaning of His-
tory, Dr. Toynbec is quoted giving 
three possible views of the rela-
tions between civilisation and 
Christianity— 
FOR ADVICE OR SERVICE ON 
LIFE ASSURANCE 
consult 
KENNETH A. LEMON, 
B.A. 
of the 
A.M.P. SOCIETY 
Telephones; FA 1980 
PA 1981 
Box 1404R, 
G.P.O. 
COMMONWEAITH 
DENTAL SUPPLY \ 
COY. PTY. LTD. \ 
City Bldgs., Edward St, | 
(opp, ilothwell's) ( 
LEADING SUPPLIERS O F | 
DENTAL STUDENTS' 
REQUIREMENTS j 
I Advice given nn locations for J 
I rracticc. Purchase nf Practices, | 
' Locunis, etc. | 
1, Christianity is the enemy of 
civilisation. 
2, Christianity is the handmaid of 
civilisation. It bridges the gap be-
tween c'iviUsations, 
3, Civilisations in theh- prosperity 
and decay exist to facilitate the de-
velopment of Christianity in the 
world. 
Many cases of such spiritual in-
crease are quoted, from the call of 
Abraham at the dissolution of the 
civilisation Sunier and Akhad. to the 
situations in present historj' where 
the churches, no matter how cor-
rupt, have outlived the political set-
up with which thoy were linked, 
revitalised and to some extent puri-
fied—the Greek Orthodox Church 
in liuEsia, tlie Lutheran Church In 
Germany and others. Civilisation 
has unwillingly facilitated the 
Church's one historic mission of 
bringini;' men to repentance. 
God's moral law must be pro-
claimed because only by genuine 
desire to fulfil it can individuals 
find tlieir impotence apart from 
Christ. Davies then claims that by 
prophetic insight tho Church can 
best discharge her .".ociai obligation 
to the Go.spel, and the world. Here 
slic lias Ir.rgely failed by identifying 
herself witli the established order, 
or hor own iiistitutioiial interests 
(which, while serving the Gospel 
often oppose it). The present 
Chuicli, while condemning Social-
i.'.ni for its atheistic content has 
missed its liistoric, prophetic ele-
ment of judgment on Capit^Usm, 
whose moral and spiritual discipline 
of society is fliiished. For prophetic 
insight it is the Bible which jiicrces 
into tiio inner core of events, Tlie 
woi'ci of God Is alwr.ys more u]>-to-
date than "The Times." 
The idea that 'it doesn't matter 
what you believe, so long as you 
act right' is exploded. Belief is 
more Impoitant than actions, be-
cause belief determines actions. A 
bad, or wrong theologj' inevitably 
involves a vicious practice, "That 
we may liercafter live a godly, 
rifthtcous and sober life"—godly, for 
springing out of the will of God, 
who (iocs not displace individuality, 
but intensifies it; righteous, is the 
result in society; and the sober life 
is the perfectly controlled life, a 
perfectly balanced and co-ordinated 
life, in which ail men's faculties 
and cijjiamic creative jiowers are 
de\'elope<.I to tlie full in relation to 
one another; it is a Gori-into,\Icated 
life. 
And the ultimate end is worship 
—tiic only absolute activity, obses-
.':liig and absorbing individuality 
without dissolving it into non-being 
iwhicii is nirvana), yet without 
lielghtenini; the inner self-contra-
diction of our ego. 
"This is the fxand ecstatic finale 
of tlic tragedy of history. At long 
last, here is the transcendent objec-
tive of all cosmic existence—to 
render homage to the glory of God. 
In this do the redeemed find the 
end of living. History is the tragic 
antithesis which finds Its final 
synthesis in the ecstatic worship of 
God, which is hiunan awareness of 
Divine glory." 
D. LITHGOW. 
Milne Browne & 
Co. Pty. Ltd. 
235 EDWARD STREET 
Over Rowc's Cafe 
Special attention to: 
DENTAL STUDENTS' 
REQUIREMENTS 
HERGA & CO 
(A. nnd E. Bright) 
l«l EDWARD STREET 
n4l824 
For All Requirements for En-
gineers, Surveyors, and 
Architects, 
Good \Vntches, Clocks and 
Jewellery 
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TO-MORROW'S NEWS TO-DAY. 
Varsity In Tomorrow's Finals 
Tc-morrow aflomoon al the Exhibition Ground University will contest two Rugby Union 
grand linals. Both the A grade and Reserve grcde play G.P.S. lo decide the premiership. 
Both teems headed the premiership table w h e n the semi-finds began, and on form shown 
during ihe season, are firm fcrvourites to win or: Saturday. 
A Grade: 
The A grade team qualified for 
the grand final by a hrfiiiant win 
over Brothers in the No. 1 semi-
final. The winning margin of 25-3 
was one cf the biggest in post-war 
years and indicates the standard 
which this year's team has reached. 
Credit for this is due to the keen-
ness and energy of the coach, Mr. 
Col, Erlcson, and to the untiring 
efforts of the club captain, John 
O'Neill, at training and in games. 
In the semi-final Varsity scored 
seven tries without having thrir line 
crossed. 
Tries were scored by Hickey, 
O'Driscoll, O'Neill, Kassulke (2), 
Wilson (2) and Girle and Kassulke 
each kicked a conversion. 
Although heavy rain fell an hour 
before tho game our team was not 
greatly affected by the muddy con-
ditions. A vastly improved showing 
by the forward pack gave the backs 
a very good supply of the ball. Ex-
cellent handling by the backs re-
sulted in open football which would i Hlckey 
have done credit to more favourable '^•"-"' 
weather. 
Tlic %vliole team played so well 
that it would be impo.ssible to single 
out anybody as the match winner. 
Nor cou.d anybody be accused of 
letting the team down. 
In the backs O'Brien played very 
well and initiated many fine move-
ments. Two short runs in Brothers' 
25 resulted in Wilson and Hlckey 
scoring early in the game. 
The forwards played well as a 
pack r.nd played tighter than we 
liave seen them in earlier games, 
George Cridland played his best 
game for the season. 
On Torm shown in this game Var-
'Itj must be favoured to beat 'Jeeps' 
in Saturday's decider. However, the 
stars of the G,P,S, team and the 
ojicn game of football they play 
make It certain that Saturday's 
game will be hard, fast and spec-
tacular. 
Varsity A grade have been beaten 
only twice in the season—in the 
Wclsby Cup final and in the first 
round. Both defeats were by 
Brothers. It is two season.^  since 
G.P.S. defeated Varsity and they 
will have to play high-class football 
to win this all-important match. 
The ter.in for Saturday will prob-
ably be much the same as was op-
posed to Brothers: Girle (fullback); 
and Kassulke (wingers); 
O'Neill and R. Shiel (centres); 
Moroney (five-eighth); O'Brien 
(half); Wilson, Larkin, O'Driscoll, 
Brew, Thompson, Parker, Cridland, 
Craig (forwards). 
Reserve Grade: 
The reserve grade team was de-
feated by "Jeeps" in the No. 1 
semi-finr.l but redeemed themselves 
by a good win over Brothers In the 
preliminary final and now meet 
G,PS. in the grand final. This de-
feat was only their second defeat 
of tlie season both by "Jeeps." How-
ever, they have also beaten "Jeeps" 
three times this year and we are 
hoping they can win again and help 
to give us two premierships. 
Much of the credit for the suc-
cessful season the reserve grade has 
had must go to the coach, Mr, Prank 
Larkin, and the captain, Trevor 
Monteit, Mr. Larkin appears regu-
larly on training days despite the 
continued absence of a number of 
the players, Trevor was unfortun-
ate in not leading a premiership 
team last year and we trust he can 
fulfil that objective this year. 
The team for Saturday will prob-
ably be: , 
Blue (fullback); Gibson, Cum-
mlngs (Wings); Biltoft, Chapman 
(centres); Baxter (five-eighth); 
Monteit (half); Vorpagel, Jones, 
Hampson, Gallagher, Stevenson, 
Byrne, J. Cridland, Ohlrich (for-
wards) . 
ROWING. 
WOMEN'S HOCKEY. 
And so to Hockey 
The Women's Inter-Varsity Carnival this year was held 
in Hobart during the last week in August. 
rpHE Queensland team corapct-
-L ing consisted of these twelve 
players: Pat Black, Mary Arm-
bruster, Nancy McPhce, Kita 
Permiakoff, Jan Dclpratt, Mar-
garet Hirschfcid, Ailsa McMur-
ray, Maureen O'Moore (Capti), 
Doreen Wilcox, Judy McGoggan, 
Jacky Knipc, and Jeanette Knox. 
The first match against Adelaide 
was played in warm weather which 
made us feel quitcat home, and 
things looked good at half time 
when we were leading 2-0 from 
goals by Noreen Wilcox and Mary 
Armbruster. The team played well 
together, but an unfortunate lack 
of condition caused something of a 
fade-out in the second half, in 
which Adelaide broke through to 
score four goals and win. 
Tuesday's game against West 
Australia was not so good and we 
lost to them 4-1 (goal Jeanette 
Knox). Pat Black and Mary Arm-
bruster were again our best players. 
The game against Sydney was a 
rather bad defeat, as Queensland 
failed to score a single goal against 
Sydney's six, Noreen Wilcox played 
particularly well in this game a's 
centre-forward; she kept trying all 
the time and refused to give up. 
By Thursday Tasmania's weather 
had changed and the field, damp-
ened by rohi on the two previous 
days, became a quagmire. However, 
early in the match against Mel-
bourne Maureen O'Moore made a 
lovely solo run—through all the 
mud~to score the. first goal, Mel-
bourne replied, and at half time 
the scores were one all. Unfortu-
nately Queensland again weakened 
In the second half, when five more 
goals were scored against us. 
By far the closest match we 
played—and indeed it was one of 
the closest of the whole carnival 
was the final one against Tas-
mania, in which the whole team 
8ccme<i to have finally struck form 
and kept playing right to the end. 
There was no score from eithei' 
side at half time, but in the second 
half Tasmania opened the score, 
Queensland put a goal in a few 
minutes later to equalise (Jeanette 
Knox). However, a run down the 
left wing produced another goal 
for Tasmania, and although 
Queensland was up in the Tas-
ttianlon circle constantly, we were 
unable to score again in the match. 
Queensland therefore came a 
glorious sixth, the placings of the 
other States being: Melbourne, 
Sydney, Tasmania, Adelaide, and 
WdSt Australia. Of the Queens-
landera, Mary Arinbrustcr was by 
far the most outstanding player of 
(he Carnival, and won a place in 
the Combined Universities side 
which played the Tasmanian State 
Team on the Saturday. 
Of the rest of the team, Pat 
Black in goal played consistently 
well during the Carnival, Jan 
Dclpratt was good as centre-half 
and the forward line combined 
quite wcU, though it was a pity we 
couldn't score more. 
At the Inter-Varsity Confer-
ence il was decided to have the 
Carnival in Brisbane next year 
during first vac. Included among 
our plans for this is the holding 
of a Gala Dance to welcome the 
visitors, which we hope everyone 
will come along and support. 
Next year will also see the send-
ing of a Combined Universities 
Women's Hockey Team to tour New 
Zealand in August, Queensland's 
portion of the funds to be raised 
is £150. so here's an appeal for your 
support in all our money-raising 
activities for this. 
Queensland's final position in the 
results of the Carnival admittedly 
was not too good—and we must 
congratulate the basketballers on 
winning their cup and maintaining 
Queensland's prestige In Hobart. 
The games—not utter walk-ovirs by 
any means—did provide good ex-
perience for the players who have 
not been to Inter-Varslty before. 
On the first day of the Carnival 
all the visitors were welcomed to 
Hobart with a Civic Reception from 
the Lord Mayor! The trip to Cad-
bury's was most interesting and 
enJoyabl(>—and certain members of 
the Queensland team returned 
ho ire with su-splclously bulging 
iMckets! 
Tasmania's weather even turned 
up trumps in one respect, as the 
peak of Mount Wellington was cov-
ered in snow on Thursday night in 
time for all those who hadn't seen 
snow before to have snow fights on 
the Friday afternoon trips most 
people made up to the mountain. 
However of nil the things that hap-
pened to us, perhaps the nicest was 
the effort of Mrs. Miller, one of 
our Tasmanian hostesses, who, 
after the Melbourne match from 
which Wc all emerged looking like 
mud-larks, took home a bundle of 
our bespatted tunics, washed and 
dried them, and returned them to 
us beautifully Ironed the next day. 
It was a wonderful trip, Tas-
mania, and we only hope that we 
can put on equal hospitality for 
our visitors next year. 
B Grade: 
Our B grade team did well to 
enter the final four. The club was 
not able to secure a coach for them, 
but the keen interest of the team 
members and the energy of their 
captain, Jack Bond, held them 
tcgether to perform very creditably. 
They were not disgraced by their 
14-11 defeat by Wests in the semi-
final. It is hoped that in future 
years more encouragement will be 
given to players in the lower grades. 
Annual Picnic: 
The Club will hold its annual 
picnic at Caloundra on Sunday, 
September 19th. .All players in-
terested in going are advised to con-
tact the secretary as soon as pos-
sible. 
Varsity Takes 
Maiden Eights 
The University Regatta on Sep-
tember 4th, first inter-club regatta 
of the 1954-55 summer season, was 
a rare day for Varsity crews. The 
maiden eight, brilliantly stroked by 
Henry Muller, won comfortably by 
a length in a field of four over one 
mile. This crew, the pick of the 
Inter-college eights, had had only 
one training row together. Tlie 
crew was: Muller, Davidson, Nutt, 
Menary, Gardiner, Baits, Newsome, 
McKeaguc, Bray (cox). 
NOVICE FOURS provided a par-
alysing finish. Benson's Emmanuel 
Pour, out in front at the finish, 
crabbed on the fine, allowing Ted 
Groom's crew (Vance, Anderson, 
Osbaldiston and Groom) to get 
their hard-chased pennant. Benson's 
crew greased across the line third. 
In a field of seven, John Nutts 
King's crew easily won the TRIAL 
FOURS by U lengths, with David-
son's Emmanuel crew in third 
place. 
A Commercial crew containing 
three old Varsity oarsmen (Kron-
feld, Kerr, and Baum), won the 
CHALLENGE FOURS, with Var-
sity's entry two lengths behind, 
third, 
L, Inverarlty's ladles crew were 
beaten after a good fours race, 
while the ladies' pair (M, Crossth-
walte) dead-heated with B,L,B,C. 
One week later, at the Too-
wong Regatta, the same Maiden 
Eight In a fighting finish, went 
down by a canvas to Commercial. 
Nutt's Trial Four were niso nar-
rowly beaten (one canvas) hy 
Commercial, with the rest of the 
field well back. ^ 
However, George Benson's Em-
manuel Four rowed an excellent 
race to take the Novice FViurs from 
Commercial. 
These results of scratch Varsity 
crews racing on guts alone, with 
no training, present bright pros-
pects for the future of Varsity 
rowing. 
Basket Bashers Back 
Arriving in Hobart on Saturday, 2IBI , we found the draw 
for the matches, beginning on the foLo'wing Monday, in our 
favour. 
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OURS AFTER 29 YEARS. 
A BYE for Queensland on the first 
• ^ day might have meant a trip 
around Mt. Wellington, but Captain 
Liz ordered all members to "Intel 
ligcntly*' study all moves and passes 
of the other teams so that we would 
know just what to do. 
The day was spent quite profit-
ably, for on the following days 
everynne knew just what to do even 
If they did not know HOW to do It. 
Our first match was against 
Western Australia, In which we 
amazed this team by our speed and 
combination. 
George Quin In the defence wing 
position gave a fine display of speed 
and defence play though she failed 
to combine with the defence play-
ers. Rita Watts and Sheena Wya-
son handed the ball to W.A, by 
barging into their opponents every-
time they thought the umpire was 
not looking. 
That afternoon Queensland had 
the advantage of climbing Mt. Wel-
lington in the midst of a snow 
storm and so was able to build up 
the necessary stamina lor the fol-
lowing day's battle against Sydney, 
wind and rain. 
Play on both sides was below 
standard. 
With much slipping and falling 
play continued Thursday in the 
form of a scramble between Tas-
mania and Queensland. There was 
great shnllarity between the colour 
of the ball and the players, both 
having been dragg-ed through the 
mud. 
In this match Noela Bahibrldgc 
proved herself an asset by some 
very good defence play, but through 
lack of practice wasn't oble to at-
tain the standard she showed last 
year. 
Ang-ular Aud. Morwood showed 
Just what Queensland lassies are 
made of when she reached out for 
the ball In some remarkable defence 
play. This was well backed by Rita, 
who kept to her defence position in 
spite of goallng practice In her spare 
thne. 
Liz Marks, who can always—well 
nearly—be relied upon to do the 
right thing at the right time, added 
a fhie effort at goalhig to give high 
scores In all our matches. She was 
assisted by Dorothy Walker, v7ho 
gave a steady performance. With 
more accurate goallng she will be 
a valuable asset next year. 
A gruelling trip home to Brisbane 
following a week of victory showed just what the Queenslanders can do 
in a crisis. 
The enthusiasm which everyone 
has shown in our glorious victories 
(one person even remembered to 
ask if we won a match) has com-
pensated for an otherwise flat feel-
ing following a fortnight of fun and 
freedom. 
Our thanks go to Hobart on put-
ting up such a wonderful effort as 
hostesses. We hope that as many 
people as possible will support ua 
in repaying this hospitality when 
we entertain all States at the Inter-
Varslty Carnival in Brisbane next 
year. 
Australian University Team. 
raizabeth Marks, Q'ld, goalie; Ann 
McKay, Tas,. ass. goalie; Sheena 
Dyason, Q'ld, ottack wing; Owen 
Sleeman, Melb., centre; Jenny Shaw 
Melb., defence wing; Leonle Jeanes, 
WjA, defence; Audrey Morwood. 
Qld, defence. 
Brisbane 
Bashers 
Triumphant 
QUEENSLAND WINS INTER-
VARSITY BOXING. 
In the second week of last vac. 
the U.Q. team flew to Melbourne for 
the Intervarslty contests. There 
they trained at Spartell's gym for 
five days before the Championships. 
The personnel of the team was as 
follows: 
Brian Schaunberg < bantam), 
Hugh McBride (light), Col Clax-
ton (welter) and Bill Doaglas 
(middle). John Cornwall went 
down as manager-trainer. 
The tournament turned out to be 
one of the most successful held for 
quite a few years. 
On Wednesday the finals of all 
the divisions were contested. Brian 
Schaunberg went in at 8.4 to con-
test the bantam championship. 
His opponent wag good—rated by 
Melbourne as their certainty. Brian 
moved too fast for him, however, 
and hit extremely well with both 
hands. .Our Elusive southpaw shows 
class and with more experience will 
go places. The result was a clear 
cut points win for Brian. 
Hughie McBrlde was our next 
man in. Already a full blue, he was 
rated as our t^ertalnty. His oppon-
ent turned out to be a real tough 
nut. The fight went the distance, 
with plenty of leather being thrown 
on both sides. Superior ringcraft 
and experience pulled Hughie 
through. This was aided by two 
very hard rights, which he landed 
in the second round. The result 
was a narrow points victory for 
Hughie. 
We were right hi the running for 
the Cup now and Col. "The Mareeba 
iMaulcr" Claxton clinched it when 
he outfought and out-boxed Syd-
ney's boy in the final of the welter 
division. 
The middleweight tlUe went to Queensland's Bill Douglas, who came 
in at 11.4. 
Bill hit his opponent everywhere 
and scored particularly weU with 
several right crosses to the head. 
The referee stopped the fight half 
Way through the second round, 
Results of the 
Q'ld 
Qld 
Q'ld 
Qld 
v. W.A 
V. Sydney .... 
V. Tasmania 
V. Melbourne 
Matches. 
24-17 
40-10 
43-20 
38-20 
A.G.M. of 
Swimming Club 
TTHE election of officers of 
•*• the above Club resulted in: 
President: R. -Rogers. 
Vlce-Presfdent: M. Trenerfy. 
Secretary: W, Osbaldiston. 
Assist. Sec.: H. Weld 
Persona interested in nlay-
ing Water Polo are requested 
to get in touch with any of 
the above. 
Tennis 
Championships 
Chortle On 
PROGRESS has been slow in 
the Varsity Tennis TiUes— 
no men's event has yet been fin-
alised. 
In the open singles final Leo 
Thomsen plays Laurie Rldgway and 
In the Club Shigles, he meets Col 
Ryan. Thomsen should prevail in 
both, but may strike trouWc from 
ttldgway. who defeated O'Sullivan 
m a hard match 6-3, 8-6. 
The Mixed Doubles fhial pro-
vided an upset, and some excellent 
tennis from Jim Marks and Joan 
Decker, who defeated Thomsen-
Margaret McLuckle comfortably 
6-2, 6-3. Thomson dropped another 
tlUe when he and promising young-
ster Olem Jones, went down 6-2, 
6-3 to KaWe and Halligan who 
seem to be permanent double fin-
alists. They have contested every 
University doubles title since 
Brookes and Wilding itst won the 
Davis Cup for Australia. Their op. 
Ponents are likely to be either 
Ryan-MlheU. or SheO-O'SulUvan. 
The womens' events have been 
concluded, with young Joan Decker 
who wasn't Included in our first 
four players at the Inter-Varsity 
Competition, defeating Joan Chave 
p-0, 6-1 in the final, in all, Joan 
lost fewer than six gamfis hi the 
whole tournament. She also won 
the Junior Singles. Bev. Shiel— 
Loy. Shultz won the Ladies' 
Doubles, and Anne Lawless and 
Mary Gregg the Junior Doubles 
Col Ryan won the Boys' Junior 
Singles comfortably 6-0. 6-0 from 
Ian Walters. 
WEATHER REPORT. 
Here is a special kngHmngt 
Weather forecast ftom our 
weather prophet^ Mr. Xnagin Fln-
negan. Tho forecast b for 10 
minutes past six on ihe evening 
of 25th Jane, 2029. Here Is Mr. 
JFInaegan's report:— 
"Ab doan know why there's no 
Bun up In Ihe sky; ttofiin 
weathe-e-r-r-r-r." 
ASHES TO AUSSIES 
Queenslanders Prominent 
Queensland's eight members of the victorious Australian Universities Hockey Team hove 
lust returned hrom a successhil tour of New Zealcmd. 
TIIE team acquited Itself well against strong provincial sides 
and clunaxed its tour with an excit-
ing 2-1 win In the only t<'st match 
played. This evens the score at 
1-1 in the series against N.Z. (The 
N.Z. team toured N.S.W. In 1951, 
and on that occasion won the test 
2-1). 
ALAN KEMP nnd ROD CORMIE 
of Queensland, were Captain and 
Playing Manager rcspoctivcly, and 
both made fine impressions wher-
ever Ihey went. The other mem-
bers of the team from this State 
were JOCK McCALLUM, LOU 
HAILEY KEN 3UE. NEIL DE-
VITT, IVAN BARTON and MAX 
MEANEY. 
Tlic team played in the Annual 
Winter Tournament held in Well-
ington this year. The results of 
hockey matches played against the 
respective colleges were:— 
v, Victoria College (Wellington), 
lost Q-1; V. Auckland Unl. College, 
won 3-1; V. Massey Agricul. College, 
won 7-2; v. Otago Univ. College, 
drew 0-0; v. Canterbury College, 
won 4-2; v. N.Z. Universities, won 
2-1. 
The team was on tour for a little 
less than a month, and covered n 
fair part of the islands. This tour 
was at the invitation of the N,Z. 
University Hockey Council and It 
was the start of a regular ex-
change. Negotiations are now pro-
gressing to arrange to have the 
next New Zealand team up to play 
in the Intervarslty Carnival here 
in Brisbane hi 1956. 
This regular exchange should do 
much for University hockey in 
Australia, 
The star of the tour was un-
doubtedly Lou Hailcy, the goal 
keeper from Queensland. "this 
player was chosen to represent 
Queensland against the N.Z. 
national side in July and was 
mainly responsible in registering 
the only win against the tourists 
on their tour. Hailey was in pheno-
menal fonn in the test in Welling-
ton and if available would quite 
likely have made the national side 
this year. 
Several young members were 
given valuable experience on this 
tour, and Barton, Sue and Dcvitt 
are expected to sliow improvement 
next season, MacCalhun and 
Mcaney were valuable men on tour 
and were part of the experience 
necessary in a side for success. 
Tlie side was comparatively free of 
injury, and only Barton needed 
stitching up. 
Intervarslty hockey is at a high 
standard at pr&scnt as Is shown by 
the defeat of Victoria and South 
Australian State sides in the last 
two years. The combined Varsity 
team defeated Victoria 1-0 in Mel-
bourne last year, while S.A, was 
trounced 7-1 in Adelaide this year. 
This augurs well for Intervarslty 
sport as a whole. 
In the Finals. 
Thi,-, University continues to 
show good form in Brisbane 
Hockey. BOB STRINGER and 
JACK GREEN have led their teams 
successfully into the Grand Finals 
to be played f^ hortly. These arc 
(he Al Reserve and A3 Finals. 
Having two finalists from such 
NOTICE 
T WOULD like to take this oppor-
-*- tunity to thank all the repre-
sentatives of the sporting clubs who 
have contributed to these columns.. 
ALAN DEMACK. 
Sports Editor, 
QUEENSLAND 
UNIVERSITY 
MUSICAL 
SOCIETY 
Invites yor. to its 
ANNUAL CHORAL CONCERT 
to be held in tho ALBERT HALL 
on Friday, September 24th, at 
8 p,m. 
Programme includes: 
Br.ihms, Llecesiieder, Walzer. Credo 
from Vaughan-WilUanis, Mass in 
G Minor. 
Russian and British Part Songs. 
Tickets (>/- and 4/-, at Paling's. 
a comparatively small club in sucii 
open competition is a good achieve-
ment for the season and ftands 
as a record for the club, 
RESULTS OF SEMI-FINALS 
ARE:— 
Al RESERVE: v. Commercial, 
'von 3-2 (after extra tiiret; v. 
Valley, won 4-3 (after extra timet 
A3: v. Army, won 3-2; v. St, An-
'irew's, won 2-1 (aftsr extra 
linieK 
One of the most prolific 
.?cal scorers this season has been 
young Glen Merril, a Med. I 
student playing In Reserve 
Grade. 
Glen I.-arnt his hockey In Rock-
hampton, and should be an asset 
to the club in the future. 
The .M ^rade tram have to play 
a relegation game to hold_ their 
place in top grade, and this has 
helped to keep added interest in 
the club right till the c'ld of the 
.season. 
Injuries and absence of players 
on t:ips have tested the strength 
of the club, and in this respect 
the Reserve grade team has done 
a .^ iterling job, as often they have 
liad to ))lay two gaiiiss straight 
nfter each other. 
REPRESENTATIVES IN COMBINED TEAM, 
BACK ROW.—Left to Right: Jock MacCallum, Lou Hailey. 
Max Meaxiey, Rod Cormie, Allan Kemp. 
FRONT ROW.—Left lo Right: Ivan Barton, Neil Devitt. 
Ken Sue. 
WE WUZ ROBBED 
During the Vac. the hlte^Va^8ity Baseball Carnival was held in Sydney wilh the title of Australian University 
champions going lo Melbourne wilh 3 wins, followed by Ade laide 2, and Sydney 1. 
The cancellcdon at the moment of the Inter-Varsity beer-drinking relay deprived Queensland of a chance cf regis-
tering its only win of the CamlvaL 
QUEENSLANDERS can well cry *WE WUZ ROBBED,' as the 
local team has been holder of the 
coveted title since the event was 
inaugurated two years ago. and all 
members of the relay and reserves 
had really devoted themselves dur-
ing the trip to the arduous prac-
tice expected of champions. 
Though obviously disappointed 
by the cancellation of an event so 
dear to their hearts, the team took 
their disappointment with the 
same sph-it of fortitude and good 
sportsmanship which had been de-
veloping with each game played. 
Turning to one of the other rea-
sons for the Carnival—baseball— 
we left Brisbane feeling fairly con-
fident hi spite of the withdrawal 
of four ot our star players caused 
by a change in the dates of the 
CamivaJ. Our A Grade team had 
come from 'wooden-spooners' last 
season to thh'd this year to be de-
feated in the seml-fmals by Truck 
and Tractor, the ulthnate premier-
ship winners, after a thrilling, 14 
innhig, 6 all draw had been re-
played, 
Melbourne, the 1953 winners hi 
Brisbane, were expected to be 
strong again, but aft«r Sydney had 
been thrashed 17-4 by Adelaide In 
the fh'st game of the series, It 
was the South Australians who 
Immediately became favourites for 
the title. 
The Queensland team was as 
follows:— 
I. Harris (Capt.), K. Tickle, B. 
Brannclly, I, Miller, C. Mengcl, A. 
Fordham, G. WlUlams, I. Robert-
son, N. Pollock, D. Zimmerman, J. 
Roberts. 
QUEENSLAND v. MELBOURNE 
Queensland lost the toss and bat-
ted furst. The Melbourne pitcher, 
Sawyer, was right off the beam 
and Queenslands' first three 
batters picked walks to load the 
base.-). Queensland's stocks soared 
to a height never again to be at-
tained when Arthur Fordham hit 
to centre-field, bringing in two 
runs. 
However, the rally fizded out 
and Melbourne then tore Into Reg 
Tickle's'pirtetiln'g. Six safe lilts 
were registered; by . thctif,. fhstJ' ,'D 
batters, hicludhig a glorious home-
run by. centre-iielder. Sennltt. By 
the icnd of the timings, erroi-s had 
set hi among the Queensland In-
fleldcrs and Melbourne led 7-2 
after one innings! 
However, our batsmen came back 
with hits by Gordon Williams, Ian 
Miller, Brian Brannelly and a ter-
rilic home-run by Charlie Mengel, 
5 runners crossed the home-plate 
to tie the game 7 all. It was be-
ginning to look like a cricket match 
and we couldn't help feeling thnt 
every time we scored, our oppo-
nents would only score more. This 
they did. and by the end of tlie 
fourth innings, the Shop was lead-
ing 14-7. Then came one n^  ihc 
most amazing recoveries ever seen 
in Inter-Varsity baseball, one 
which drew the acclamation of all 
present. 
Aided by Victorian errors and 
some excellent hitting, Queens-
land scored 8 runners in one 
innings to snatch a narrow lead 
15-14. 
The game had become a real 
thriller again, Melbourne regained 
the lead in the fifth innings, scor-
ing two runs, and went further 
ahead in the seventh with another 
two. 
Meanwhile, the Victorians had 
introduced their third pitcher, Ian 
Oliver, into the game, and his 
faster pitches mixed with slow 
curves, began to play havoc with 
tile Queensland batters. In four 
hinlngs, he struck out 8 batsmen, 
with the result that Queensland 
could not add to the score, Mel-
bourne winning a thrilling, tliough 
not high-class, match, 18-15. 
Melbourne secured 15 safe hits 
to Queensland's 13. while Queens-
land managed to make 11 errors 
to their opponents' 5. Errors de-
finitely • lost tile game for the 
Nortlierners and the better field-
ing team won on the day. Wc 
congratulate Melbourne on their 
win and also on their successful 
Carnival. 
Melbourne 73132020—18. 
Queensland 25008000—15. 
QUEENSLAND v. ADELAIDE. 
' Next day we played the Aiornlng 
game, and while we were confident 
of our batthig, we, hod come to 
expect any tiling from our fielding. 
Well, nhnbst anything! During the 
night it had rained and the slower 
grountl.was much more to pur lik-
ing. AJtpr Reg Tickle lia^ struck 
out, two of'the fbrst three,'Adelaide 
batters, there followed ,l,h their 
next Innings four consecutive safe 
hits which brought in two runs. 
Meanwhile, Queensland's first 
two innings had produced three 
s.afo hits, but unfortunately 
no run;-. Then followed one of the 
tighcst baseball games one could 
liope to witness, Iti t,he last six 
innings, only one Adelaide batsman 
reached first base, and that o" a 
walk the only one presented by the 
Queensland pitcher. 
Reg pitched magnificently 
and the backing-up he received 
from his field \ms equally mag-
nificent. After their 11 errors 
on the previous day Queensland 
played a ivliolc match withoul a 
single error by any player. It was 
unbelievable! 
The Adelaide pitcher. Canty, 
also excelled himself, and. though 
Queensland secured spasmodic hits, 
the Adelaide defence was equally 
tight and the two-run leeway could 
not be made up. Both teams 
played superlative baseball, only 
one error being made during the 
game. We still had not won a 
match, but were pleased to have 
contributed to the finest game of 
the series. 
Adelaide 02000000—2. 
Queensland OOOOOOOOO—0. 
QUEENSLAND v. SYDNEY. 
After Melbourne had defeated 
Sydney the previous day 7-4. and 
had sumrised most of the fans by 
conquering the favoured South 
Australians 9-6, wo ranie in*o the 
final match of the .•series deter-
mined to reproduce onr form of the 
previous day and thus force our 
hosts into last, place. 
Alas, we struck form, but it 
was our more well-known fonn. 
Once again errors appeared, but 
more than anything else, it was 
proved that a team cannot play 
three matches in three days 
with only one pitcher. 
Queensland has acquired a name 
in the south for specialising in this 
unhappy habit. We nu:st realise 
that wc will never win a match on 
the third day of a Carnival while 
we warm up the snme sore arm 
tliat has already guided us through 
two matches on consecutive days, 
Reg's pitching on the last day was 
by no means bad, as his record of 
7 strike-outs shows, buthoiaofced 
tiiat "litle bit extra" which a day's 
lest would have given hljii. ... 
,;.Sydney's hitthig was excellent 
and our fielding weak. Tho out-
fielders completely misjudged fly-
tails while the throwing of our in-
fielders was (he lea.'^ t. The only 
redeeming features of the game 
from Queen.s!and's point of view 
were the rally produced by out 
batters towards the end of the 
game and Brian Brannelly's fine 
home-run, 
Sydney: 50G00G15O—23. 
Queensland: 001000033—7. 
BRANNELLY STAR. 
The star of the Queensland 
team was Brian Brannelly, who 
was our only representative in the 
Combined Australian A'arsities 
team. 
Brian hit very well during the 
Carnival finishing with a home 
run in the final game, but it was 
his fielding that really shone. 
Never has a first baseman received 
so manv bad throws and it is to 
his credit that he made only one 
error during the Carnival. 
Reg Tickle pitched well and at 
times carried tho team. However, 
he must learn to hold runners on 
base better, as his inability to do 
this plus Ian Harris's ageing throw 
contributed to many stolen bases. 
Ian cauglit well and did not make 
an error until the last match, but 
that arm needs cultivating. 
Ian MUler had a very successful 
Carnival, and was unlucky not to 
be chosen In the Combined team. 
His batting average. 7 safe hits out 
of 13 bats, was the highest of any 
player In rhe Carnival, and Ills 
speed and bunting ability must 
have gone close to putting him m 
tlie team, 
Arthur Fordham played well at 
shortstop, while Charlie Monpcl, 
thougli a little uphapiiy hi the 
field, was one of our most reliable 
(batters. The outfielders, on the 
whole, played fair bnscbnil. but 
their liltting was generally very 
weak. 
The team was a very happy one 
at all times, even in the face of 
blttiT advcr.sity, and we modestly 
feci that wc lived up to the 
traditional Inter-Varsity spirit of' 
sportsmanship, 
Our hosts were like mothers to 
us at all times, though Mother 
would have been upset about the 
contents of .our bottles. The trip 
was a. tremendous success socially. 
We consider ourselves lucky to have 
made it, far luckier to have sur-
vived it, •>' 
Science 
Student's 
Association 
Tile Annual General Meeting of 
the Science Students' Association 
was held at the George Street Re-
fectory on 10th September, The 
meeting was poorly attended, but a 
quorum was present. Following the 
presentation of the Annual Report 
and the Financial Report, the elec-
tions for 1955 were held. Tliese re-
sulted as follows:—Patron. Associa-
tion Prof, P. W. Whiteliouse; Pre-
sident, Mr. P. Williams; Secretary, 
Miss E. Bradford; Treasurer, Mr, 
R. Bryan; Vice-President, Mr. B. 
ciare. 
Department representatives:— 
Geology. Mr.R.Bryan; Zoology, Miss 
B, Carey; Botany. Mr, B. Clarke; 
Plivsiologv, Miss N. Wilcox; Phy-
sics, Mr.'p, Hosking; Chemistry. 
Mr. B, Batt,s; Applied Science, Mr. 
B, Holdaway; Films Organiser. Mr. 
R, Paten: Orientution Organiser. 
"Mr, P. Hosking. 
Mr, Williams took the chair and 
the meeting entered into a discus-
sion on the 1955 Science Camp. A 
motion was pas-sed that the camp 
be held at Golden Beach, Noosa, in 
first vacation, subject to transport 
difllculties being solved. Anyone 
who may be able to help should 
contact the President. 
The report on the Ag, and 
Science Ball revealed it |was n 
marked social success but finan-
cially unsuccessful. The meeting 
decided unanimously to hold 
anotiier ball next year, possibly at 
Leiuions, early in second term. 
Tnc meeting closed with a dis-
cussion of next year's Science Dis-
play. On a motion from Mr, J. 
Jones, B,Sc,. it was decided to com-
bine the George Street and St. 
Lucia Science Displays and hold 
them at the Brisbane Industries 
Fair (.April 9th-May Bthl, Much 
departmental aid has been promised 
for tills event. Mr, I, McLeod. 
B.Sc„ Hons, Gcol, was elected con-
vener and all members are urged 
to give their fullest support, as this 
will be a very big undertaking, • 
E, BRADFORD, 
IJon. Secretary. • 
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FOR THESE ARE ALL HONORABLE MEN 
Lex Jolly. Editor: 
Has the distinction of bcinr, the 
only completely illiterate Editor of 
Sempor; definitely .nibnormal. Is 
seen only rarelv flitting from i-hade 
to ihade on a motor ."irooter of 
doubtful vintage and questionable 
lineage. Last seen scooting on .0-
ards the hills screaming "Copy is 
clo.scd . , , copy is^  closed, . ." 
John Greenwood. News Editor: 
An aristoemt of tlic old school; 
never seen without a rolled brolly 
and tweed jacket. Ls saving up to 
buy a shooting stick :'.iid a recoid 
of Noel Coward singing "The 
Stately Hon,e.s ol England," Pos-
sessed of the unfortunate h^bit of 
addressing everyone as "Mr, 
Speaker," 
Ian Moles: Fiercely Royalist, 
He can be seen anv day at St. 
Lucia Refcc, bcitin!' liis friend Bill 
Hudson over llie head with a pie-
crust and yelling down his car: 
"Idiot child, you KNOW Royalty is 
here to stay." 
Evan Phillips, R.A.. F.R.C,A.: 
Sempcr'.s able artist. Managed to 
practice drawing in his youth by 
scrawling iicncil sketches on school 
lavatorie."!. Has .since given that 
up, nnd now, when not drawing 
for Semper, can be seen carving 
the desks at St, Lucia. Tliinks a 
thumbnail sketch is n drawing with 
fingernail and tar. 
Daniel Thomas O'Connor 
(McGrow): 
Caused such a slink at the bcgih-
ning of the year with his disserta-
tion on Hcr.ston Refec. that he 
iL-vsn't recovcicd yet. Left town 
some months ago when the heard 
the B,M,A, Were taking action 
against him. Is now carrying out 
illicit operations on wallabies in 
the Northern Territory, 
A Letter From the Publisher 
Door Sirs and Modams, 
And so, amid sighs oi reliel all-round, to bed v.'ilh another 'Semper Floreat," the 
la:st for 1954. 
We started the year with high hopes nnd ombitions, and the fixed idea thai there 
was no such thing a s apathy; it v/as merely a matt'Sr of catering for all tastes, only to have 
our illusions slowly but very definitely shattered. V/e have had featuies on modern Art, 
Religion, Politics, a n d even some of tba philcso phica! ramblings oi Bill Hudson, but the only 
storms created in our journalistic teacup were over the Herston Refectory, an argument about a 
certain 'Mrs. Banger," and a brief name-calling over some high-spirited (and loutish) Freshars. 
The literary slothfulness of students wa 
Elaff o! this University, the men and women w 
been noticeable in 'heir reticence to comment, 
get a m.smber of the staff to v/rite than the stu 
It is only the fact that Semper has had a 
saved from slipping into tho slough which ha 
to-day. The soone.-- the milling throngs, ihe Gx 
like '0 call thsm, realise that their efforts also m. 
he. Why should on^e person, who is after all 
do, belt his head against a wall to provide you 
is his reward?—bitter opposition., or worst of a 
this reason, his action would, I think, be fully j 
Semper. 
We ourselves have not particularly 
no mere than in previous years. We managa 
Editor (quite a feat in this mentally torpid Urn 
some of them. V/hether or not Semper hos be 
noilHor know nor care; comparisons to my min 
intellectual stimulus of other years, but as a cc 
response to many requests and net to cur ow 
I thank ihe few people v.'ho assisted m 
ths many people v/ho did not. Both-have sorv 
thank Miss Joy Smith (and Pam) who throughou 
have put up with m.y cantankerous manner with 
Lastly, I thank George and Ihe printers who hav 
and proved that a friend in need is a hiend in 
My term as Editor ha.s never been eas 
the morning over a cold tea cup and a filling a 
coming from is quite an experience. As conso 
m.akc up in some small measure lor ihe blacke 
experience which I shall never forget or regret. 
It is this latter dubiously consoling the 
whoever he, she, or it, may be. If I were to off 
be:: Write to please yourself. You can neve 
loltGis, and then with caution. These are the 1 
hide-thickening process administered by my criti 
s net the only feature of Semper this y-^ar. The 
ho lead the future leaders of this stale, have 
I venture to say that it is almost harder tc 
dents cf this University. 
n ofiiciDnt staff (som.e memb=';rs) that it has bean 
s proved the downfall cf many an Editor before 
eat Ur.v/ashod, The Student Body, whatever you 
ake a better Ssmper, the happier everyone will 
a student like you v/ith just as much work to 
with something to read every fortnight? What 
II, no response at ell. If any Editor resigned en 
usiifiod, but imagine the howl if there was no 
felt tlie effects of student apathy; that is to say, 
d to fill a page every issue with letters to the 
versily), desp'ie cur own semi-hysleria over 
en better or worse than in previous years, 1 
d are odious. V/e have possibly lacked the 
mpensation, distribution has ben increased, in 
n ego . 
e wilh voluntary articles through the year, and 
ed in teaching m.e something cf human frailties. I 
t the year have been more than a help. They 
a willing smile and an understanding ear. 
e put up v/ith my ignorance ol the printing trade 
deed. 
y and not always enjoyable. To sit at two in 
shtray ret knowing where the next page is 
lotion there ara innumerable incidents which' do 
r sid3. On ihe whole it has been a broadening 
ught which I bequeath fo next year 's Editor, 
er any advice to the incoming Editor, il would 
r please everyone. Reply very little to any 
esscns 1 myself learned only after six months 
cs, The thicker the hide, the better the Editor, 
I wish you all a Merry Christmas, eve n though Ihe greeting is somewhat early, and a 
moro prosperous November than I anticipate. 
Alan Demaclr, Sports end 
Assistant Editor: 
A man of temperate tastes, he 
spends the week-end at his country 
estates shooting srou.^ e in the open 
season and in the off season fish-
ing for trout in the streams of 
Caboolture. As yet has not shot 
any grouse or caught any trout. 
Evan Jones. News Editor: 
Has been at the University .since 
its inception and refuses to leave. 
Has been at Kings so long, he walks 
round backwards. .Says it's easier 
that way because he wears glasses 
and "you never know who you'll 
bump into on a dark night," 
Yours very cordially, 
A. H. I. JOLLY, 
Editor, Semper Floreat. 
1/ 
Herstoli Improvements Needed 
Some of you may remember Mr. Waller's indignant reply to your humble reporter's 
criticism of the Herston Hovel earlier in the year , Mr. Waller—then Area Vice-President on 
Union Council—made promises of many amenities, yet what do we see—two solitary malted 
milk mixers, which are about eight years overdue. 
NOW that we have a new Union Engineering faculty—first of technl-CnunKH nprhnnii wmol l i lner onn c a l fac i l i t i e s tO b e mOVCd—it wi l l be T o ncil pe aps something ca  
be done about this eyesore In Vic-
toria Fark. It's up to the HIrston 
reps, to press for better facilities for 
the Meds. and Physios. 
A well-known Brisbane architect, 
who, for obvious reasons, wishes to 
remain anonymous, insiiccted the 
refectory at my liivitation. Tliese 
were some of his comments: "This 
building Is sub-standard by City 
Council By-Laws, Any repairs would 
he uijlconomlcal. Pull it down be-
fore I t falls down!'' 
Now this is the situation at the 
time of writing. It has been de-
cided that Medicine will be the last 
technical focuUy to move to St. 
Lucia. Judging by the rate of pro-
gress of buildings erected for the 
about 1980 before the Meds. are 
transferred to the bushlands of St. 
Lucia. 
This means that unless some-
thing is done soon the Ilerstonitcs 
are going to have to use this 
present constructional and archi-
tectural monstrosity for a refcc-
lor>' for another 26 years! They 
win, in fact, be using a buUdlng 
designed originally for tenancy for 
seven years only! 
Why can't Union Council move 
to have a decent simple modern 
building erected—not necessarily in 
Victoria Park, but for Instance on 
the plot below the car pork area off 
Hirston Road? Perhaps It's sacri-
lege to build on such fine parkland, 
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but something must, be done. 
In the meantime let's have some 
action. Union Councillors are not 
in a position to be offended when 
prodded about their responsibilities 
unless they have done something 
constructive. And let's face it. 
nothing constructive has been done 
about the Herston refectoiy since 
Its opening. Sub-Committees are 
only another form of buck-passing 
designed to beguile ignorant stud-
ents and therefore are a waste of 
time. 
In the very near future it would 
be a forward step If those con-
cerned were to do something about 
arranging for a men's toilet attached 
to the Refectory for use on social 
evenings. At present the situation 
Is most unhygienic—If not malo-
dorous 1 The ladles have a powder 
room—how about something for the 
males? 
And a functioning" water cooler 
with disposable cardboard cups in 
attendance for this summer. 
Then there are the decorations— 
or rather lack of them. At present 
we have adorning the walls (as relics 
of a party tlirown by some Christian 
invaders over mid-vac) a reproduc-
tion of one half-hearted harp, a 
broken banjo, and an Instrument of 
unknown make, thought by some to 
be the horn on which "Little Boy 
Blue" played, many moons past. 
Seriously though, it's up to the 
new Union Council to improve the 
lot of the Ilirston people. Don't 
forget that most of you use this 
place for dances, etc., at some time 
or other, so you alt stand to reap 
the benefits of a Uttlo construc-
tive thought—and action—on the 
matter. 
McGREW. 
Bill Hudson, Features Editor: 
In between railings against alter-
nately the monarchy and the 
authoritarian slate, lie fervently 
hopes to found the Hudson True 
Republican Party, l.s a nian of 
temperate tastes und moderate 
morals. Gets what exercises he 
can by fighting verbally with Ian 
Moles (see below), 
Judith C. Green, 
Cup reporter: Has not .vet got over 
the first shock of leaving the por-
tals of secondary school. Is a 
member of every club in the 
University except the Football 
Club, (he Judo Club, and the Oscar 
Wilde Society, Keeps reasonably 
slim by racing from meeting to 
meeting. 
Judith M. Gordon: 
Keeps in trim for her torcli .songs 
at the Revue by gargling petrol in 
the Refectory two hours a day. 
Particularly fiery type. In between 
stage productions is Queensland's 
Sydney correspondent. 
Barrie Hoyne: 
Known to his associates as Arch-
bishop Hayne, Last seen in a well-
known city hostelry thrashing the 
daylights out ol the barmaid, 
screaming: "Damn vou, woman, 
why are you plying me with ale . . . 
I have a bad liver," 
Samuel Lambert, 
Business Manager: Mr. Money 
bags is a pugilistic character who 
always means business. During this 
past year has hounded the llie out 
of every business house in town 
and won a few extra shekels for 
Semper. Takes off surplus fat by 
boxing at infrequent intervals. 
The Having Reporter. 
Completely lunatic, nnd, in conse-
quence, possibly the best colU-Tinist 
Semper has had for some years. 
Refuses to reveal his name for fear 
of assassination. Nearly succeeded 
in having his throat silt after In-
sulting a certain overseas student 
early in the year. To satisfy the 
curious to some extent, he Is male 
and loves singing bar-room ballads. 
(Authorised by Lex Jolly, c/o 
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